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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING TRAINING MODULES .

l4

The following pages list modules and their correspAding numbers for this

particular'apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary foridifferent reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the4individual apprenttceship 'ammittees. divide the total packets to

fitIllheir individual class schedules.

There are over 13Q modules available. Apprentices can complete the

whole set bythe end of their indentured Oprenticeships. Some
is.

.
apprentices may already have knowledge al) skills that are covered .

in particular modules. In those cases perhaps credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing,apprentcies to advance to the

remaining modules.
.

.,

I

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective.

1'I I

4.
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Tape 1:
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON CASSETTE TAPES'

n

Eire Tube Boilers - Water Tube Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety.Precautions

Boiler Fittieigs,. Vales, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer
and Feed Water Types

Tape 4: Boile1 Safety and Steam TUrbines

NOTE: The above cassette
reference material
indicated, and not

4

61

r

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective modules, as
designated as a,required assignment.
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Modules 18.1, 19.1', and 20.1 have been omitted. because they contain'
dated materials.
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4.

9.1

j

PUMPS T16S AND CLASSIFICATIONS
II

'Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe types and classifications
of centrifugal pumps.

/1.

Performance Indicators:-

.1. Classify puws according to

their method of operation.
- Centrifugal

Rotary
Reciprocating

2. Describe types of pumps in

each'major class. co,



INSTRUCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
JO

4.

J ' .
.Or ..'

i' .e
* . Read the goal and performance indicators for' this package . ,

..t !.! !

''''V/-''

term's
,.-,.0

..

II
* Read the vocabUlary sheet to becote acguainted.with the trade toting 'tfla,t4.411.t... 1°,

be introduced in this package. -:!, ;':......: , ...v, ,;,.,.,:

,,I. .;44;...,.,,

.

.

; * ,

* Study the iniroduction and information sheets for technical informatioht.4

* Complete the job sheet.

* Complete
sheet.

..o. e
.1 'II,'

the 401-assessment sheet and check your answerd.wtth.%-.01d answet--

V ,

* Complete the post-assessment and ask the instructor to check'

-0

4

r answers.. :

II

.4

18
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1*.lv

4.1

I.:*7

i
6

' 4flp; pump .. .
,,

* .1 A rspiit tasi'ttg
Casing

t. ! COOtrifugal,
''

* Cerifrifugal force. I

..1 tentr f ugal \',Pimp. ,,
I
l',

$D iaphagri ,Pump
,

.

, . . .

'* Direct. dr:iv,qn .,simpli ptif,aP

*' Dif fuse '' . ,t " '1 '' ' ',,,'t-'

''*,'iD6 'el' acting. pump !!' .,-,op4,44
, ,

,,... * boubIe' "uctitoniitillet 'pump
* Horizontal shai",puppl, "'
* HorizOndilly.:'Oplif,'edsi,ng,''.

- * Impeller - ' ' P #

0 i , .

1''' il:-" 'tober'..punt).:-..,
,, *. Mixqd. fliw.'ptiMp,:-.., , .
'''. * , Multistage pump ..r.; -!;,,-.;*

,
tl TOWer: ,O,r,i.veiii ',PO? ,'::'.,,:

* PuraphdiScharge.`, I 1 - , ..1
1?1

,: "Radially .,split 0'Casths .; ,,,
.

* .,Reciprocatifig.purrip,'

,;,* .Yikegene,ratiVe pump
'l* !Sc'rew,;pt.unp ; ' ,l±

*, Single' acting 'Pump'
.1 , ..

,-. *: ,Single suction inlet pump
* Single stage pump'
* Sliding vane pump

* Spur, gear pump .

* Vertical shaft pump
,i!-.., Vertically 'sPliiCcasing

'Volute pump. "'I ry `r,, . ,

1:4

,
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S.

['WS are used to move fluids tram one glace to another. "There are many uses of

pumps in industrial settings.
lloedpses,iftelude the movement of feedwater,

fuel, cooling water,'chemicalt and condensate within the-irwer,,..plant% OP

Pumps are classified into major cla6ses'acc'erding to their method of operation.

Each of the major classes is subdivided: into types according Co their desi2n,or.

,application. .

The pump is an important part of

the classes, types,-.fpnceions,

power plant equipment.

4

a power plant. The apprentice must understand

and applications of pumps in order:to. ;operate
7,

.

.

:1

g.

.4

U.

20



In order. 'to .des'icribe pumps, we

chafEiceristics. 'All 'pumps"

thalr mpthod of operation;

o

1. Centrifugal
2. Rotarx
3,J Reciprocating

must first :classify them into groups with sit. ar

be ' classified into three groups acCordi

Atentrifugal pump
of the impeller

centrifugal: force.

pump discharge.,

C.

Jo,

Centrifugal 'Pumps,,

has an impeller that 'rotates ,inside a casing. The rotation

causes. the liquid to move to the outside because of

Ap the. liquid moiessto'ihe outside, it is forced through the.

Types of Centrifugal ?urns

Centrifugal. pumps nay be further classified .according, to:
e

1. Type of flow , centrifugal, axial, mixed flow or regenerative.

2. ilumber of stages -- single or multista3e.

.3. Type of casing -- horizontal or vertical split.

4. Position of shaft -- horizontal, vertical, submer.3ed.

5. Suction single or double

6. Application -- pneral purpose, boiler- feea pump, condensate pump,

circulating pump.

S

Th

21



A,
Types of Flow *

4

A centrifugalllow is one that :Alps the liquid into the eye of the impeller and

'discharges it from the outer'rimof the)iMpeller blades. The increased pressure

forces the fluid into a discharge tubp...: Au volute centrifugal put,lp consists of
an impeller made up of varces that rotates inside avelUte casing. Vokute means'

that. 'the:casing increases in ,crosssection as it nears,the discharge area.' A

diffuser centrifugal,pum0 is designed with vanes or diffusers between the

impeller .rim and the" casing. The diffuser's convert the high velocity liquid

into pressure. energy as it passes through tHe diff.user lanes, An axial flow

uses impellers to.:provide lifting'ac4 w WQn _on liquid. The puis arra:1
vertically 'and the impellers lift the. hold- upward to the dischNitge tube. A

mixed flow combines featUteSof vgiluteaciddiffuser centrifugal flow with axial

flow. The pressure is developed.byCentrifUgal, force and'axial lift of impeller

vanes. A regenerative !Jump uses an impeller with a double row of vanes in its

rim. Liquid enters the outer.ripand is rotated almost a.cdh?lete circle before

being discharged from the outer rivi. The regenerative pump is commonly called a

turbine 'regenerative AlUmp. The following 'diaillhms shoy the features of each

type of flow.

Impeller
Eye

if 1.

a
Impeller'

Volute
Casing

.VvtvrE

imprfloh,

A AoL

Lhachorve.

Guedve
.

:500o0,1ref

gem*,
Pump
6041y

Pr***/1*r.type rumtr

4. jvt 'AEI)

Alk

YurAint w,1,p inope1144

2 IIEST COPY AVAILAlk
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
Number of Stages ,

A pump with a single-impeller is called a single stage pump. When two .or more

impellers- are operated' in a series to give higher discharge pressures, it

becomes a multi-stage pump.
d

Type of. Casing '

Pump casings are assembled in two sections so that the pump. may be taken apart

for inspection and repair. If the casing is divided along a horizontal pl4e it

is a horizontally or axially split casin. When the casing divides along

vertical lines it is called a vertically or radially split casing.,, The

following-pittures show the casing types. Discharge

i
.1,11"%*7:N I

V gee

r!l

.,...-

No.0111,..V111-,

7b

oe

dor
,"

Position of ft

_
Sha -0g0h

Pumps are sometimes classified according to the position of the pump shaft. 'If

the shaft operates on a horizontal plane, it is called a horizontal shaft pump.

On a vertical, shaft pump the shaft lies in a vertical position.

Suction

-16

s

r

Water piston

Water cylinder



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
Suction

pr.

Water enters the impeller through the eye of the impeller. If water enters from

only one side, it is a _single ..suction inlet pump. One .desisned to allow water.

to enter the eye of the impeller from both sides is a double inlet pump7_

Rotary Pumps

WRotary pumps are positive displace:lent puns. Pogitive displacement deans that

the pump will displace a given amount of fluid at any given time Rotary pumps

tray. the liquid and push it toward the discharge. The major types of rotary

pumps are:

I. Spur gear pumps
2. skLobe pumps

3. Sliding vane pumps
4. Screw pumps

Spur GeatRumps-.;'Primps

The..sputgear pump consists of two gears that mesh together inside a housing.

One frar4e a driver and the other is an idler. The sears rotate and trap the

liquidetween the gear teeth... Liquids are carried in the spaces between the

teeth t -6 rd the discharge, The liquids cannot return to the suction because

.:thetee4tOiesh- at the points of return.: The following diagram shows how a sear

pump opeiates to .Hove liquid.

411



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

reformation .

Lobe Puma

to

The lobe pump operates much like the spur gear pump except that it uses rotors

instead of gears for moving the liquid. The rotors have three lobes that trap
the liquid and move it toward the discharge. t. lobe pump is -shown in the
following diagram.

Sliding Vane Punp
.

The sliding vane. pump uses an off7center rotor with sliding vanes to move

liquid. The sliding vanes move out toward the housing by

0
c ntrifugal force.

Liquid is trapped between the vanes and moved toward the dis rge. A sliding

vane pump is shown in the diagram below.

ro

9
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Screw Pump
4

A screw pump is made with one driver rotor sandwiched between two idler rotors.

The rotors.are made of threaded screw augers. 'The liquid is carried along the

.screw threads to the discharge. 'A screw pump is shown in the following diagram:.

A

111'114 PEA
"Pc= ..E.ERIZtu

L*45-44110:ac.4e-
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Reciprocating Pumps

or

. Iw 4.

A reciprocatA purlp uses the action of a piston, diapaagm or p unger to move

fluid through the pump. Reciprocating pumps are positive displacement pumps.

Several types of reciprocating pumps are.used in steam generation.

Direct Driven duplex Pump

'This pump uses drive pistons to' drive the pumping pistons. The pumping piStons

have 'overlapping action's° that one is at maximum pressure,while the other is at

minimum pressure. This tends to smooth out the discharge of fluid. The diagram

sows features of a horizontal duplex pump.

at

4,0
SN'N.

II MA.,

f.,zo 1

I

am+ mat ,:44

Air:1
I was, 15

16

4.

1. steam chest 6 drain cock
4. slide valve to stuffing box
3 piston rings 7. cradle
4, steam cylinder 8, piston rod

D. diecharge.valvo
10. suction vuivio
11. liner
1J. peeking ring

A

13. liquid piston
14. liquid cylinder
16. discharge port
10. suction port
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,

Information

Direct Driven Simplex ;lump

This pump has one driving piston and

14-

one double-acting pumping piston.

The simplex pur'? nay Se of Vertical or

horizontal types.

Diaphragm. Pumps

:

di:

t

goer Driven PUM9S

Power pumps are drivemby some
external power source through a

crankshaft. A single,acting pump
discharges water from the cylinder
only on the downstroke of the
pumping piston. Double acting pumps
-discharge during each stroke.. A

power pump is shown in the

photograph.

Diaphragm pumps use a metal, plastic or rubber material for moving the liquid.

The diaphragm is a flexible .membrane that .14 operated mechanically or

hygraulically.' in this type of 'pump, the fluid does not come in contact with

the'reciprocating parts or 'the pump. In a mechanically actuated diaphrao ppmp

an eccentric is used to flex the diaphingn and cause a pumping action. In e

hydraulic actuated diaphra3m, the piston pushes a fluid toward the diaphragm

illausing AI to flex and give a pumping action.. Diagrams of the two types of

iaphragm Amps are shown on the'n4xt page. A

11 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Information

Hydraulically Actuated
Diaphragm Pump,

ti

4,s

12
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Mechanically Actuated Diaphragm Pump

4y,
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Assignment

(I

4

Complete the job Sheet.

* Complete the self - assessment and check yodir answers with the answer sheet.

* Com2lete the post-assessment and have the instructor check your answers.

ty

I

13

?

4
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INVENTORY PUMPS AT. WORK SITE-
.1)

* Cohduct an inventorx of the pum?s used at your work site. Classify 'them

according to the major class and type shown in package.'

PUMP # LOCATION .
CLASS

Rotary, reciprocating,
centrifugal

TYPE

1

2

6

,---

* Keep the completed nventory sheet for use in other packa3es on pumps.

Ariekramwsit

14

30
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Self
Assessment

Y1

Hatch the` following pump types according
rotary, centrifugal.)

to their class. (Reciprocating,

1.-% Direct driven simplex A. Reciprocating

B. Rotary
Spur'gear'

C. Centrifugal

3. Regenerative

4. Axial flow

k

5. Sliding vane1.1

6. Diaphragm

7. Volute

8. Diffuser

9. Screw

.a.m11

10. Lobe



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS '

Self Assessment
Answers

1. A

2. B

3.

4.

5.

A

7. C

8. C

9. B

6

10. B

b

3

4

0
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*Post
Assessment

Name 3 types of rotary pumps.

1.

2.

3.

Name 4 types of centrifugal pumps.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Nahe 6 types of reciprocating pumps.

8.

9.,

10.

17

rt

33'
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Instructor
"Post Assessment
Answers

losimimommomilmommromalluillmir

1.

2.

3.

4.

Spur gear,-lobe, sliding vane, sc

).,

5.

Volute, diffuser, axial flow, mixed

5. flow, regenerative

7.

8.

9.

10.

'18

Direct drivendriven duplex, direct driven
ti simplex, power driven, diaphragm

34
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Supplementary
References

tl

O

* Correspondence Courses. So4thern Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta,

Canada.

.4

19 .
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9.2

PUMPS -- APPLICATIONS

Goal:_, Performance Indicators:

The apprentice will be able to
describe applications and
limitations of various types of

pumps.

4

8

1. Describe examples of pump
applications in power plants.

2. Describe limitations of pumps.

Co

36
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'INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
* Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from

package.

Read the focabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

* Read the introduction and information sheets.

* Complete the job sheet.

* Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.

6

'

0

2

37
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Vocabulary
Ash handling pumps,

* Boiler feedwatOTumps

* Cir ulating pumps

* Chemil.al pumps

ondensate,pumps

Fuel oil pumps

Vacuum pumps'



INSTRUCitIONAL LEARNING SY$TEMS

ntroduction
Pumps are often described in

,

relation tp their intended applications. The
apprentice must be able to relate the various pump types to the needs of a power,
.plant.

A

This package shows the gjor applcations'and the types of pumps used for each
application. The 'special featureg or requirements for those'applipations are
qhown in a chart in the information sheet'.

The apprentice should learn the applications of pumps describe'd in ,the previous
learning package -- "Pumps -- Types and Classifications". The job sheet will
provide furtfie nderstanding of pump types and applications.

0
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INSTI4UCTIONAL LEAFINING SYSTEMS

Information
4

Boiler Circulating.Pumps

Most boilers, operate at high pressures and require forced circulation through
the boiler tubes. Punlips are necessary. to keep,a flow through. the boiler tubes.`

LINER

TNNUST SCARING

SAlaritiLVC

SUCTION

Boiler.Feedwater. Pumps

Pumps are needed o 'rovide the boiler pith feedwater. The type of pump needed
will depend ,the acity and pressure of the boiler that is being provided
with feedwat

#:

Condensate Pumps'

Condensate must be removedIm the condensor hotweil and pumped toithe boiler
as feedwater. In some plante, the condensatejwp also serves : a feedwater

_a

4. 0

*4
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Informal6n

pump. High pressure steam plants use pumps to extract condensate from the steam
condensers. These pumps are sometimes called extraction puMps.

'Circulating- Water.Pumns

Large volumes of water must be moved through the turbi
steam into water form.

/. motor
S. eoupllag

. S. eland
4.jlaux1 spew
/Aland poking
I. shaft eheve key

P) 7. had dram
I. pump body brieket
O. pump 4lasharte olbow

W. shalt emilosery Sleeve
11. shalt
if. abaft sleeve key
IS. guide vases
14. =body
0. If key
17. propeller
IL pump bodY hoer
N. propeller out

6

the

BEST COPY AVAILABLE,

Propeller Type Circulating Water Pump

41
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Information
I.

Fuel Oil Pumps

. .

A pump is necessary for bringing. the fuel oil'from the storage tank to the boiler
burners. -6

Chemical Feed Punpq.

Boiler feedwater is treated with chemicals to neutralize sore of the harmful
effects caused by impurities in the feedwater. Pumps are required for handling
these chemicals.

Vacuum Pumps

Vacuum pumps'remove air and gases from the turbine condensor

111 Ash Handling Pumps

These pumps are used to- ?um? out ash that has been.mixed with water to form a

slurry. 6.1)

4

S.
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nformapon

c

TYPES AND APPLICATIONS OF PUMPS

APPLICATIOU TYPES OF PUMP 4RACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

Boiler Circulating Conventional Drive.
Pump

Submerged motor
- Wet type
- Canned type

zo***`1

Special shaft seals required
when presures are high.

Waterproof insulation for
windings required.

Thermal barrier required to
retard flow of heat from .

pumped water into motor of
puMp.

Boiler Feedwa4er
Pumps

.1

.0%

Reciprocating
- Direct steam driven
- Power driven

-

Centrifugal
- Volute
- Diffuser
- Regenerative

43

Steam driven pumps limited to
pressures less than 2750 kPa.

* Power pumps cost more than
steam pumps.

Power pumps are subject to
increased wear when operating
under high pressures and
temperatures.

Bartel type casing required
when pressures exceed
10,000 kPa.'

R9generative pump used in
small, 1w- pressure plants.
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f.

Information

1

APPLICATIONS. TYPES CHARACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

Condensate Pumps Centrifugal
- Single stage

Use large inlet to avoid
.flashing or cavitation.

Shaft glands must.be water-
healed to avoid air leakage,
when on standby.

Circulating Water

Pumps
(Cooling water)

Centrifugal
- Volute

- Axial flow
- Mixed flow

Usually low head; large
volume, low speed and single

stage design.

50% capacity pumps are often'

used,

Miscellaneous
Pumps
- Fuel oil pump

- Chemical pumps

- Vacuum pomps

Ash handling
pumps

'Rotary (positive
displacement)

Reciprocating plunger
type-motor driven

Reciprocating piston
type pump

Centrifugal (Single
stage)

Requires'a reliet or bypass
valve to protect pump and
discharge lines against
excessive pressure.

Requires relief valve to avoisi

damage from over' pressure.

Positive displacerient.or jet

type. Jet pump uses high
pressure steam to operate.

Requires flat bladed impellers
of wear resistant alloy.

I.

44
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Assignment
* 'Read pages 15 - 25 in supplementary reference.

Complete job sheet.

Complete self-assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

Complete post- assessment and have the instructor check your answer.

Ih

10

A
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SY§TEM8
*0,

Job Sheet
ANALYZE APPLICATIONS OF PUMPS AT JOB SITE,'

Use the comleted inventory from package (PumpsTypes and Classifications).

Identify the a2plication and characteristics/limitations for each pump on the

inventory sheet. What is the pump used for? Add two more-columns to the

inventory sheet for applications and characteristics/linitations.

PUMP # LOCATION CLASS TYPE APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS/LIMITATIONS

Example:

1. Boiler Rm Centrif. Single Condensate Use large inlet to avoid

Stage Pump cavitation.

2.

3.

* Ask your instr4ctor to review. the completed job sheet and suggest additibns.

11

4
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e.

Self
Assessment

1

List one type.of pump that would ,be suitable for the following purposes.

1. Condensate pump

2. Fuel oil pump

3. Vacuum pump

4. Circulating water pump (cooling water)

5. Boiler circulating pump.

6. Boiler feedwater pump

What is the purpose of the following?

7. Boiler feedwater pumps'

8. Circulating 'water. pumps

9. Fuel oil pump

10. Vacuum pump

1

4,
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Self Assessmept
Answers

1.' Centrifugal

2. Rotary

3. Reciprodating

4. Centrifugal

9

V.

5. Reciprocating -- convential drive or submerged water

6. Reciprocating or centrifugal\

7. Provide boiler with feedwater

40

8. ), Move cooling water through turbinel'condensor

9. Brings fuel oil from storage tank to boiler furnace

10. Removes air and gases from the turbine condensor

13

18



Match the following applications with the appropriate type of pump.

1.

2.

Boiler circulating pump

Condensate pump
4

A,. Requires special shaft seals

Vsed'in low pressure plants

3. Vacuum pump Reciprocatingsteam driven.

4. Boiler feedwater pump D. Rotary (positive displacement)

5. Circulating water pump E. Centrifugal -- single stage

6. Fuel oil pump F. Reciprocating piston tYpe

7. Chemical pump G.. Submerged motor

8. Regenerative pump H. Reciprocating plunger type

9. Conventional drive pump I: Centrifugal--volute, mixed flow

10. Ash handling pump J. Centrifugal single stage
with flat bladed imp4lers

14
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instructor
Posit Assessmeett
Answers

1.

2. E

3. F9

4. C

S.

6. D

7. H

8.

9. A

10. J

15

a.

1
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c Supplementary
References

* Correspondence Course. Lecture 9. Section 2.. First Class. Southern

Institute of Technology. -Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

r.

V
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9.3

PUMPS -- CONSTRUCTION

.k

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the construction of the
major components of pumps.

O

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe construction of
reciprocating pumps.

2. Describe construction of
rotary pumps.

3, Describe construction of,

.centrifugal )141pt.

'4. Describe pump drives.



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

* 'Read the .goal- and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from

package.

Read the vocabulary list to find net' words that will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets...

* Complete the job sheet.

Complete self-assessment.

Complete post-assessment.

2

4
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a

Vota4ulary-.
A

* Axial thrust
* Balancing disc
* Balancing drum
* Balancing holes

* Bali (roller) bearing
* Double inlet impellers
* External geaepump .

* Gland
* Impellers .

.

* Lnduction motor
* Internal ear pump..

* Lantern r ng (seal cage)

* tobe pump

* Mechanical seals
* "0" rings

'* Packing
* Pump casing .

* Pump shtift sealing

* Relief valve
* .RotatOg .seal
* Screw,:' pump

* Sealing ring.

* Single inlet impellers
* Sleelle bearing

* Sliding vaneptrap
* Stationary Aal
* Steam piston
* )Stem guided valves

* !Stuffing boxes
pro` id * 'Synchronous motor

,

* Thrust bearing
* Vplve disc seats
* Valve stems
* Water piston
* Wear rings
.* Wing-guided valves

a.

54
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Introductio
The efficiency

of pumps
is largely

deterni

function
to prevent

leakage
of flui0

back t

problem
of axial

thrust
that tends to move,

end of the pump.

Special
packing

and seals
help to contro:.

controlled
by specialized

components
that

impeller.

This
package

introduces
ttie apprentice,t,

pumps.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Components

of
Reciprocating

Pumps

Pump

*es

Valve

disc

seat

and
stems

are

made

of
bronze

or
other

alloy

that

will

be
wear

resistant.

Reciprocating

pumps

Ihave
many

different

designs

for

valves.

The
valves

are
stem-guided

for
low

,pressure

systems

and
wing-guided

fot

moderate

and
high

pressures.

Stem-Guided

Mac
Valve

.

1W
in -Guided

Valve

Piston

and
Rod

Packing

Reciprocating

pumps

have

a steam

piston

with

cast

iron

piston

rings

fitted

into

grooves.,

The
'rings

prevent

leakage

between

the
piston

and
cylinder

wall:

Water

pistons

are

sealed

in
the

cylinder

by
square

fibrous

rings

or
packing,

Packing

Cs
made

with

an
asbestos

core

covered

wtih

canvas.

Other

means

of

packing

include

moulded

cup
and

reinforced

elastomer.

The
moulded

cup
is

made

of
rubber

reinforced

with

fabric.

The
reinforded,elastomer

packing

consists

of

.

solid

rubber

rings

and
reinforced

elastomer.

REINFORCED

EL
AS

TOMER
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Information

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Relief Valves

Power driven reciprocating pumps require a relief valve to prevent damaae from
overpresigure. The relief valve is,mounted on the Pump discharge ahead of the
first stop valve. Relief valves are not needed on steam driven' reci2rocating
pumps.

Rotary Pumps

Rotary pumps are used for handling fuel, liquefied gases anrhydraulic oils.
These pumps use gears, lobes, vanes and screws to.move liquids inside a casing.
Rotary pumps are made in many designs. Some of the common designs are

explained below,

External Gear Pump

This pump has two gears that turn in
opposite directions. The gears trap the
liquid'and move it toward the discharge.
Gear teeth mesh to prevent the liquid
from flowing back toward the inlet.

Internal Gear Pump

The internal gear pump haa'one external cut gear that meshes with an internal
cut gear on one side. A 'neon shapedepartition prevents the liquid frOm 2assing
back toward the inlet.

IATrittCAICIR
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information
Sliding Vane Puclp

The sliding vane pump has airotor that is
mounted off-center in.the casing. . The 1

rotor has vanes set in slots on the rotor.
The vanes rotate close to the casing on one
on one side and have clearance on the other.
This forces liquids to move through the
clearance toward the discharge.

0 Lobe Pump
1

This pump has two rotors that are operated by external gears, The liquid is

trapped in the pockets of the lobes and carried. toward the discharge.

I

SLIDINCrVAN

Screw Pump

Screw pumps are designed with two or three screw threads. Liquid is carried

between the threads of the rotors and forced toward the discharge.
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.4

nforrnation
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Impeller Types

Impellers are designed in many ways. The design depends on the speed, pump

application and how the liquid is to be drawn into the impeller eye.

Single inlet impellers pull liquid in from one side. The double inlet,impeller

pulls liquid in from both sides. The impeller may be constructed like a

propeller or have vanes. Some impeller types are shown,below.

Pump Casings

Centrifugal pump casings are split so that the pump can be opened for

inspection. These ..pumps may be split horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

Horizontally split casings are called axially split. Vertically split casings

are termed radially split. Some centrifugal pumps are encased in a barrel

casing to prevent leakage along the split. The barrel casing is an inner casing

fitted into the outer. casing.
4

p

Wearkag Ri4s

The impeller Must.be sealed in the casing to prevent leakage. The seal ist .

usually provided by a close tolerance joint between the casing and the, rim Of .,

the impeller eye. As the pump operates, the joint wears and more leakage

occurs. At that point, the clearance must be restored by building 'up the worn

surfaces. The cost of restoring the clearance can be reduced by using wear

rings. Wea rings are Ode of softer material than the casing- or impeller

IIP
1)Waring ring made of bronze or cast .iron so that the wear will (1 smOoth.

IP
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Information
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The rings are available in continuous ring or half -rt types. They. are fitted'

into ridges or grooves,of the casing and secured with set screws.

Pump coding..

&regroitg

Impeller...

III Pump Shaft Sealing

Leakage can occur where the pump shaft passes through the casing: To prevent

such leakage, stuffing boxes or mechanical seals are used. .A stuffing box is a

recess around the shaft that holds a number of packing rings. Packing is held

in place by a gland, that compresses the rings.

Gland Adjusting Nut

Casing
Pump Interior

gland

Packing Wings..
ump Shaft

0

Packing rings .arematte-of-materials such as woven asbestos, nylon, flax or

teflon. Metals sure as lead, copper and aluminum are scuetimes used as packing

rings. The lantern ring (seal cage ) is a metal ring with machined channel6 that
distribute sealing liquid to the packing. The lantern ring_is used in punps

that handle sed'ot other gritty materials.

9
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nforttation
i1`

114 ma I

. Mechanical seals are used in pumps that handle fuels, acids and other liquids
where leakage is Ojectionable. Leakage is less than can be provided with
stuffing boxes. The mechanical seal involves two flat rings with polished
sealing surfaces. One ring (the sealing ring) is held in position by a spring.
The other ring (mating ring) faces the sealing ring. There are two types of

mechanical seals. The rotatinJ seal has'the sealing ring attached to the shaft
so that it rotates with the shaft. -The stationary seal rotates the mating ring
while the sealing ring is attached to the pump housing. "0" rings are Lsed to

prevent leakage between the dugs and the casing and shaft.

Pump Bearipgs

Rotating Seal

#1

Stationa-ry Seal

Centrifugal pumps use bearings to support the shaft and allov it to tuna rraely.
Bearings 4,are either sleeve, or shell or ballor roller types. .Smill pumps have
bronze dfishings or sleeves that closely fit about the shaft. Large 2.ump use

half-shell sleeve bearings that are made of cast -iron or steel and lrhed with

babbitt. '--Many modern pumps use ball or roller bearings instead of sleeve

bearings. Small shaft pumps use ball bearings while large shaft pumps use

roller bearings.

Contro of !pal Thrust

,During the operation of a pump, forces tend to move the impeller out of

pOsitiQn. This causes an axial thrust back toward the suction. Several ways
have !been developed for control of axial thrust. Thrust bearings on the shaft

of low capacity pumps will_ control the problem.. Balansing holes, are used to

control .,axial thrust on single-inlet pumps. SomOpines axial thrust is

controlled by facing impellers in a manner that the inlets are opposed to each

10
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Information
*as

other. A balancing drum can be installed'onthe shaft between the impeller and
the balancing chamber'. --The drum tendsto,,,balance the thruat toward 'the

discharge instead of-the suction. :Belancing discs can be used to.control axial
thrustwhen.mounted on the shaft..'. The 'bsiancingdist.is nOtwidely used because
it can have more problems thanthe'balancins druMA'

Pump Drives

Pumps are driven by many power sources. -The most common power source is the
electric motor., The squirrel cage induction motor is the most Common. The
synchronous motor is used for large capacity.pumps. Steam turbines.are often,
used to drive centrifugal and rotary pumps. Internal combustion engines can?
also be used to drive pumps..

o

4
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* Read pages 16-42 in supplementary reference and stud d a rams.

* Complete the job sheet.

* 'Complete the self-assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

11
* Complete the post-assessment and have tbe instructor check your answers.

.12

63
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ti I

Job Sheet
DISASSEMBLE A CENTAIFUGAL PUMP

* Obtain a centrifugal pump (functional or non-functional). 1

*/ Remove half of the casing.

* Identify:

Typeoof impeller (single or double-inlet).
Type of flow (volute, diffuser, axial or mixed).

Type of casing (horizontal split, vertical split).

How wear rings are attached.
How pump shaft is.sealed (stuffing bix, mechanical seal).

Location of gland.
Use of latern ring.
Use of "0".rings.
Type of bearings.
How axial thrust is controlled (thrust aring, balancing,

balancing holes; balancing disc).
How pump is driven (type of motor, coupling).

4041M4441hoolirs401144.4.104114P4

411101111

* Ask instructor to explain thbse things that you.do not underland.-

V

13
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Self
AssOssrrient
Match the following terms with the proper. applications.

1. Stem guided_malves

Wing guided valves

3. Steam pistons

4. Water pistons

5. Relief valve

0. Single-inlet'

7. Thrust bearings

1.

A. Used to drive large capacity pumps.

B. Prevents damage from overpressure.

C. Type of impeller.

0

D. Used on high pressure systems.
-T

E. Sealed in piston with cast iron piston rings.

F. Type of packing.

G_LsIest-on s teats.

Stuffing boxes H. Sealed in cylindeOs witi packing..

9. Synchronous motors

10. Reinforced elastomer

Y. Used to seal between sift and.houOng.

J. Controls axial thrust:
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Self Assessment
Answeis

1, G

2. 'D

, 3. 'E

4. .H

5.

6.

7. J
S

8. I

9. A

10. F

15
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.Post
Assessment

Match the following'pump parts with their construction features.

1. Valve disc seats A. Used to hold packing in place.

2.e Induction motors B. Casing opens along vertical line.

3. Balancing/drum

4. Packing

0

5. Synchronous motors

Reinforced elastomer .

qi 7. Moulded cup

8. Radially split casings_

9, Gland

10. Single-inlet impeller

C. Made. with asbestos core covered

with canvas.

D. Most common motor for pumps.

Used to drive large capacity pumps.

F. Made of bronze or alloy.

G. Pulls liquid into one side only.

H. Made with rubber reinforced with
fabric.

I. Made of solid rubber rings and..
reinforcement.

1111111

to control axial thrust

%a.
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Instructor
*Posit Assessment
Answers

1. F

3.

4. -C

6. I

0

7. El

41;

Bt. B

9. .A

.10. G

V

0
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Supplemeacary
References

* Correspondence Course. Leseson 6. Section 31. Third Class.

Southern Institute of Technology. Calggy, Alberta, Canada.
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PUMPS -- CALCULATING HEAD AND FLOW

4

immoriiisurmaramminimmoursarmimmummisimilimmorommit

Goal:0

The apprentice will be, able to
calculate head and flow rates.

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Calculate net nosift.ive suction.

head.

2. Calculate change in pump poWer.
due to changes in size and 'Speed

of impeller,

3. Calculate change in head due
to changes in size'and speed

of impeller.

4. Calculate change n'quantity
pumped due to changes in size
and speed of impeller.
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..rpiopmse.iimiemmuwPloomoloo.m7fr

Study Guide I

* Read the goal and peilormance indiclAprs to find what is to be learned from
package..

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that 011 be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet..

Complete self assessment.

* Complete pos assessmerit.

p

9

1
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.**

Vocabulary
Capacity

Friction head

11 kPa (Pascal):

* Netpositive.suction head

Pressure head

Pump efficiency

* Pump power

Static discharge head

Static head

Static suction head

Static suction lift

Total head

Velocity head.

1
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introduction
Pumps must be seledid according to the requirements of the job to be performed.

In order to make wise-selections of centrifugal pumps, someone must be able to

calculate such things as head, power requirements of pumps, quantities of fluids

that can be .pumped and efficiency ofpymps.

An apprentice should understand the basic principles of pumps and be able to

make calculations needed for selection of'pumps. The ability to make such

calculations will insure a better job of matching pumps with the jobs they are

- to perform.

ti

4

0

A

1

4

,

44
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Infoprination

4

Capacity

Capacity is the quantity of ltquid handled.by a pump in a given period of time.

.It is usually expressed as GPM (gallons per minute).

Static Head..

Total static head is the total distance that a liquid moves in passing through a

pump.

0

Pete
docAere

head I leo/
erotic
Aeod

I _

LStotle ouction an

Static Discharge Head

s.

Static discharge head is the verticll distance from the center line of the pump'

tothe,surface of liquid in the discharge well.
40, -

5
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nformation
Static,SuctIon Head

'V

e

This is the vertical distance from the pump centsr",liae to the surisce
liquid in the source of supply. Static suctton%heAetxtseSi the Supply is/
located above the center line of the pump.

Static Suction Lift

Wel

heat

SA,hc.
sectronj.:
heed

This condition exists when the source of tho'center line oaf_ the

.Rump, It is the vertical distance'irom the surface of the liquid, in thesuction
well to the center line of the pump,!--

Friction Head

This is the head needed to overcome friction! of the Liquid flow
,

, .

through the



Velocity Head,

The head 'through -which a 14.quid, would need to fall to acquire pumping velocity,.

Pressure Head

:;-
The.:.-heta'Caused. by presSure of the'liquid, in the suction well or discharge well.

Total";Head

Totalllead is the 'sum.

pre6Surehead.:'

static heactplus elocity head plus friction head plus

Net Positive Suc'tion Head:; "c;

.

A

Y."

This is'the'total head of,Iiquid in fee at the suction nozzle, minus the.' vapor

pressure of/the liquid.

Calculating Head

,
!

In orderto.calcUlate.head, one must first calculate pressure. Pressure

expressedn a unit.calleUPascal or.In 'Oa:(thousands of Pascals

pressure (Pascals )
w -fOrce:of gravity (mass -X density x 9,8),
h .,40ight of'fret suitack.above pOinp. of 'measurement

,

For eXample, we wish to meaSure,the,pressure of water 5 meters below the

surface: Water has a density of 1,000' kilograms per cubic meter. The formula

would be:

a wh
.

120%= 1,000 x 1 x 9.8:1 50.:49",000 Pa or 49APa

Other liquids will have oter'densitieilwhiSgh will change the value of w in'the

formula. For example, gasoline has a relative:density of .75. The same problem

as'aboveould,be.calculated

p wh.. ,
p x 9.8 1 5 *,:36 150ja-or..-36:7541?a

Net positive suction head . is 'used by 'punip manufaauirers to express pump

a

ft

.1



capacity. When selecting a pump, one must make certain that the net positive
suction head requirements are met. The formula for net positive suction head
is:

Net positive suction head = .1048 (Pa -Py) He - HE:
RD

I
Pa . pressure of atmosphere or in the suction vessel..
RD . relative density of lipid at pumping temperature
He = suction head in meters,either positive or negative depending on

whether the pump is above or below the 'suction well
Pv = vapor. pressure of liquid at pumping temperature in kPa from steam

table
Hf = frictiod head in meters of suction piping

.

For example, a pump 1.s lcOated 4.5 meters above the supply and is pumping 30oC
water of RD of 1..0. The atmospheric pressure is 101.325 kPa and the friction
head is .3 meters,,, Calculate the net positive suctiOn-headan alf6 example:

Pa 101.325 kPa.
Pv . 4.246 kPa*(from steam table)

.

RD No 1.0
He . -4.5 meters I

Hf . .3 meters.

NPSH - 4.50 - 0.3
1.0 ,

NPSH = 9.8516 - 4.8

NPSH . 5.85 meters

Calculating Pump PerformanceI(Centrifugal Pumps)

'0 fi

The quantity ,of water pumped will be affected by the size of the impeller and
mill, vary according to the diameter of the impeller. '-.Head will vary with the
square of the impeller speed. The power to drive the pimp will vary as the cube

,

8
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nfOrmat
of the impell4r-speed or diameter. .Head will also vary as the diameter of the*
impeller squared.. Pump performance at different speeds and impeller sizes can
be compared.

4:

Pump.power (KW) = Kilograms of fluid Distance .fluid is lifted
delivered per minute x in meters

6115-.94

For example, a pump is required .to lift 400 kg of water for 8 meters:

KW = 400 x Ales,

-4! 6115.94

KW = .52

If KW = pump power
H = head (m)
D = impeller diameter (mm)
E pump efficiency
n ,pump speed (revolutions per minute)

= q tity pumped.(liters per minute)

We can compare two pumpS through equations. The effects of speed and impeller
size on quantity pumped, head, power'requiremelits and efficiency are considered
in the following equations:

17 g4
1 1

Q2 s. Q1 x

2 111 x (-11-2)2
ni

KW
2
= KW1 (.1' )3

n1

1
E2
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Example:

A centrifugal pump.delivers'20,000Jiters per minuteof water against a head of.
40 meters when :running at 2,000revolutions per minute. The, pump efficiency Is'
80 percent and requires 120 KW to drive the pump. The diameter ottliejmpeller
is 320 mm. If we reduce the impeller diameter to am mmHand.speed the pump
2,100 revolutiona' per minute, what will be tile;performacne of the.-.pomp?.

Quantity pumped. Q2 .QI x afr x-122

20,000'x 2100 x 300

2000 YE)
20,000 x 1.05 x..93
19,520 liters per minute

Q2.

Q2

Q2

'!J'

*
change in impeller size and speed caused the pump:to,pump 480 liters less

lip water per minute.

Let's take a look at the effect of those changes'on head developed

Head (H2) = Hi.xtri2)2. x D.
)2n",

H
2

40 xt2100) .x /300\
2

200 0201
H = 40 x 1.10 x .86
11

2
. . 37.84 meters

by the, pump.

The change in impeller size.and speed. would reduce the head 2.16 meters.

If we wish tailkompare.the pump power requirements, the cube forMuIa is used:

KW KW (n
2

.1( (4)3.
3.

0I. = 112 x 2100 ' 300
00

) 3
20)

(
.5T6,

KW . 120 x 1..33 x .80

KW
2

= 127.20
2

Tho,required pump power would be increased by 7.2 KW as, a result of changing the
size and speed -of the impeller.

r

10' r
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Assignment

Read pans;33-38 in supplementary reference.

Complete the'job sheet.

Complete the self-assesament and check your answers with the answer shet.

* Complete the post-assessmentand ask the instructor to check.lotir answers.

fl

n

0

.
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IDENTIFY.THE RATINGS OF A CENTRIFUGAL PUMP AT YOUR WORKSHOP:.

Find the_rated Speed.of a centrifugal pump impeller. (n1)

is Find the diameter of the impeller:
(D1)

it ,Find the rated flow of the pump. (Q1)

Calculate the change in quantity that can be pumped by increasing the speed of
the impeller.by 100 revolutions per minute.

.

V

r-

,
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4
Using the equations:

Q..=Qxn x D,2 . 2\
ni D1

Calculate the change in quantity pumped by the following centrifugalpump when

theimpe$1er size 'is changed.
. .

. . .. i

The ,pump now delivers, 12,000 liters/minute against a 40m head when'running at

1600 revolutions.' The impeller diameter is-300 mm. If we changg"the impaler
size to 320 mm and increase the speed to 1700 revolutions, how will the quantity

of ,fluid pumped change?

'Remember that Q2 Quantity pumped after change

Q1
Quantity pumped before change

n2 = ?ump speed after change

nl Pump speed before change

1)2
Impeller diameter after change

1
Impeller diameter before change,

4

.-#

.13

4

I
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Self Assessment
Answers

Q2 1 x Ea 'Se
n' D
1 1

= 12000 x 1700 x 320

1600 300

-Q = 12000 x 1.06 )0 1-.-.06.

Q2 .. 13,440 liters/per minute

This is an increase of 1440 liters/per minute

elk

o

14

8.3
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*Post
Assessment

Using the equation:

H2 m
H14 xe12) (E2y

,n, D,
1

Calculate the change in head deve4pd by a pump as a result of changtna speed

1(

and size of the in eller. lit,

.Problem:
111

A pump delivers 12,000 liters per minute against a 40 meter head when running at

1600 revolutions.' The impeller diameter is 300 mm. If we'change the impeller
A size to 320 mm and increase, the speed to 1700 revolutions, what will be, the

change in head developed by, the pump?

Remember: H
2

H1

. -Head after change

..Head before change

Pump speed after change

n1 Pump speed before change
\ ,

P2
Impel* diameter after change

D
1

Impeller diameter before change

15
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Instructor
0Post Assessmen
Answers

/

ti

2
. 40 x (1700)2 x

1600

2'

32000) '1

vw

4 (1.06) x. (1.00

H2 40 x 1.12 x 1.12

H2 0 50.17 neterS

The lar3er impeller size and increased speed results in an increase of 10.17
cleters of head.

.
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Supplementary
Rferences

4 Correspo dence Course. Lecture 9. First Class. Southern Alberta Institute

of Technology, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.



Goal:

r

The apprentice will .be,able to
describe steps in operation of

pumps.

PUMPS --,OPERATION

a

VP

O

Performance Indicators:.

87

1. Describe steps n[priming of

pmmps.

2, Describe steps in starting a--

pump.

Decribe steps in stop?ing a

4, 'Describe cavitation.
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Study Guide
1.4 .

.

. t dead the goal and,perArmance indicators .to find what is to'be learned froM.

i
adkage.

..
A Read the vocabulary list to find new words tl%t will be used in: package,

1,
* Redleeintroduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

* 6:implete self- assessment.

* Complete post-evse sment.

.4

U

Wt.

'1

w

i1



vent. petcock

CELsing

* .Cavitation

* _Discharge valve

.Pciming

0.
,

. 0'6

* Suction lir
*

o.

,i,

ri'14' el,. .

0

t:
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Information raa

Priming a Pump.

, .

,Reciprocating and rotary pumps are self - priming when ingood condition and under

normal lifts, Centrifugal pumps are not self -'prising... These pumps must be

:10rimed with water before start-up. When the pump, is located above the -source,

lollow
the following `priming, procedures:

1. Fill' .suction line and casing. with liquid 'through, discharge valve

bypass,..auxillary line or be using priming valve to draw air from the
,

casing. . lop

afoot .Valve om the suction line will allow liqulds to enter the line

but will prevent it from draining out.

elf the.pump.IS located below-the supeply, follow the following proc res:

Close discharge valve.
,

2. Ppen air vent petcocks.
3.. Slowly 6pen the suction - valve. ;. S

'4. Close4alr Vent petcocks when liquid appears through theLi.
Open discharge valve before starting pump.

-Starting Pumps
, ,

41

^
Thej011owing procedure snould be followed when starting. centrifugal pumps-.

'1.' Check oil leVefin beatinghousings. :.

2. Turn on cooling water fore hearings,. stuffing boxes and mechanical

Seals, if ports arewatercooled. ,,

:3. Open suction valve.and close discharge vati.i'e

, 4. Closeall,drains incasing,- suction and discharge piping.

5, Prime pump and open discharge%Valvb:. . ',".

6::: Start Puiap-and'bring to speed. .
7`; Checicleakageof StUffing boxes,

...

.8. Adjust sealing. liqUid in, stuffing boxes .
.

.

:9. Check ,oil,rings on,pleeve"bearings:to, see that:they' turn frpely;

AO. Check stiCicarand dischare .pressures.c... . : \

.11, Feelpumli bearings fot'-averheatin3. :. ..

12. If pump IS being started-Ior the first time:
- Check., that rotor 'turns:.

- 'Check;Slignment pf piiMpAindAriver.
Pieck dirOtion:of rotat,ibn of driving motor.

ti
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I

Information
v..

Stopping ?Limps

When stopping centrifugal pumps, 'follow these procedures:

1. Close discharge valve slowly (large radial'flow pumps).
2. Stop Pump driver.
*3., Shut off cooling water.
4. Close suction valve.

Cavitation

Cavitation is a condition caused by vaporization of liquids moving through a

pump. It occurs when the pressure.. in the pump falls, below the liquid. Vapor

. pressure. A vapor is formed as a result of the unegdal presure. . Cavitation

causes erosion ofInetal parts, vibration and pulsations.as vapor pockets break
'down. 'Cavitation is caused by Lie followingt

velocity is too high.

JP 2. Suction lift is too high.
3. Temperature of liquid is too high.
.4. Suction line has too many, sharp.changes in its direction of flow. .

I
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41

Assignment

Read pages 42-45 in supplementary reference.

Complete job sheet.

411111, 11111=ppon

* 'Complete self-assessment and check answers with answer sheet.

4 Complete yofbt-assessment and ask instructoi'to check your answers.

7

11

f

as

9 3



Job Sheet

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING,SYSTEMS

k
AMPIONNOWINIIION1111111110111111111NOMONPM

PRIME A.CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
O

* Locate a centrifugal pimp at your work Site and get permission to prime,
start and_atoR it.

4)
..... 4

* Follow the procedures outlined` n the informatioq sheet.

1

* Prime, start and stop the pump'in the proper sequence of.operational steps.
) -

fir

it)



INSTRUCTIONPI LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

, 1. pumps. must be primed' before starting .

2. A valve on the suction line prevents liquid from
draining out,during priming.

3. The valve must he closed before priming a centrifugal pump
and opened before or imMediately after the pump is started.

.4. .The air vent must be open during priming:

5 is a condition that occurs when liquid is converted
to a vapor as it passes through theltump.

Nw

a.

A
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UCTIONAL. LEARNING SYSTEMS

t

Self Assessment
Answers

Y'

1'. Centrifugal

2 . .Foot valve
. .

J. Discharge valve

4. Petcocks

a

v

cavitation

.1

I

a 40

4

\

Y

1'

I

41.

1

cro

r

/.

A

*
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A



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

ost
Assessment

S.

'Explain the priming Of a centrifugal .pump when the pump' is locates below the
source of supply. List the steps J.h the order that yOu would perform them,

r.

-ar

e.,

.04

5'r

.1
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEAHN1Nki SYS I tIVIS

Instructor.
4Post Assessment
Answers

-,-.*

el

.e.

The general steps for priming a centrifugal pump when the pimp is below the

source of supply are:.
d

CloAe diechilrge valve.

2,. -Open air vent petcocks. Nk\
3. Open suction valve (slowly).
-4. .Close air vent petcocks 'when liquid, comes through there."

5. Open discharge valve before starting,

4

.r
41

'

4

I

4
4

e

..rx

. (

I I,

t

4

4

4
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INSTFUCTION*t LEARNING SYSTEMS

;D Supplementary
Referehces

* Correspondence'Course. Lec re 6. :Third Class. Section 3.

SotKhern Alberta Institute of technology. Calgary, Alberta,- Canada.

.

41'

"'

.e

tl 0

tl

tl

4.,

.2.

"

9 40
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PUMPS -- MONITORING AND TROUBLEpOOTING

a.

s O

4.

ire

4

9

a

Goal:

The apprentice willbe able t
descYibe monitorinapand tro

.shooting-of,pumps%

a

11

p

e'

a.

PeFformaricej Indicators:

.4

1'

* .

1. Describe installation aS it
relates to trqubleshOoting.

5.-

2. besCribe trdubleshootihg,
re9ufrements of punps.

. ' , .

3.. Desoribe-monitoring'requirementg..
of pumps.s, ..

ere.

ait

r.

a.

a
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

'* -Read the

package.

* Read the

a

4* tRead the

I I

41,

Complete

* Complete

* Complete

%

4

13uide
A

0 k:. .

goal.an4 ptarforMance indicatbts to find what .is -to be learned from
.

2'
vocOulafy list, to find ney'l/o5ds- Oat will be used in package.

introduction and informatton sheets.,

the job sheet.

self-:assessment.

post=assessment.

A

I

-r

101

me

I

I

I
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a
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Vocabtitar
A /

Installation

* Monitoring

* Troubleshooting
.

A
F-

\._

11

.0 r.

rr

.10

.

.

A

1.1

41.

A



The instalAtion pf a pump is v ry important to monitoring and troublethooting.
it. while in operation. The m*nueacturet of the pump should be consulted about
installatiod)nd their recommen ations should be followed.

Once installed, the pump must be losely watched .during as operation. T14p
called monitoring. When a. problemhoccurs,in the operation of the ,pump, ,*the
`Operator Must, be able to correct the problem. Problem identification and':

correction is called troublephooting. Troubleshooting is a,"quick fix"'type,af
repair that involves simple operations such as replacing weir,

r r

ft

This package is designed to introduce the apprentice to the basic,' concepts of

installation monitoring and troubleshooting. PreVentivenaintenance,.will%be
discussedin.greater detail in a separate package...

41 .

.1a

,

A

11

103
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sh61.9..0 .;W Ancii.14 oil; that is easily accessible for

inape 4Robbl shoUlt'be allowed. for repoving. the- casing :and
Redipr9cattrwpum0.p4ould: allow robe for ,removal of piston and rods. 'A

Jf. Alb-ta Wloca td the supply: to minimiz/e the length 'qf the suction

.14ne'' rjintirge li es should 'WHshort and vith-a Minimum of fittings -to a-educe

00111tatign ?

. . \
.

r.
.

,

Aeie a pump is, to work on suction lift , a foot valve shoult'lfe insthlled. along

7with7 a. suctionfSiainer: A Bete idlve Shot.(16 be gplacea in the discharge line '

chose to ,:..the';Pump..- Also a' chtck:.valve sho)Ild be installed between tlie gate

Valve and.: "the- pump. '

Reciprocating pumps may require a Surge chamber on the suction or disCharge

line. This , chamber _Should be kept charged with.air. '')/, water level gauge is

needed to check the amount of pit-. in the chaqer

The puMp:.manufacturer: should be consulted about the instal tion of new pumps..

Technical assistance. be equested from the :menu act er orrinstallation .

procedures., Installation and alignment of pumWiS, a om lex. procedure and

cannot. be fully explained in this learning. packs Add 'anal, iformation will.

be needed for proper installation. '

I

Troubleshooting

The opeirator should always keep spare .parts for pumps. The parts must be

ordered in advance and catalogued, for easy reference. The instruction manual

should 'be -close at hand and used as a guide for troubleshooting t4e specific

pump °that is giving trouble. Spare valves apd packing. should be a.0ailablo' for

troubleshooting eciprocating pumps. Bearings, shaft sleeves,' wearing fins alld

packing will be needed .for repairing centrifugal pumps: The. instruction manuhl

for- each pump will provide guidelines for troubleshooting.
A

Monitoring :Pumps

The best way-A avoid .pump outages is to establish schedule of operations].
. .

checks antda prevenlive maintenance program. /1.)erating checks should be made

hourly, ' monthly, quarterly,' semi-annually mai:annually. These checks are blade

in much the game .way as automobiles are naintaineO.;

S N.4

P

.4.

a
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INSTRWCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

nform0'0o rir

I

fn addition to the Operations-checks for maintenance -purposes; the, operator

should listen to the pumps and make visual inspections on a continual basis.

Unusual noises should alert the operator to probleiis. Nss, sof pressure.on'
pressure gaugesshould be detected and action taken quickly.

Monitoring pumps requires an operator to use their senses of hOring, sight,.

smell and feeling of bearings that might be Overheating. They must posses a

sense of responsibility for the equipment and 1) alert to operating problems.

ver

I

6

8,-

10.

a

4'

4
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INSTRUCTIQNAL LEARNINGI*SYSTEMS
)

Read pages 27-32 in'S,upplementary
1

reference.

Complete job sheet.

* Complete self assessient and check answers with answer sheet.

* 'Complete postassessment'and ask instryctor to check your answers.
OP . / /

\\

,



1NST9UCTIONAL LEAR ING SYSTEMS

* Job Sheet

t)

1

'

REPLACE ,PUMP PACKING ON RECIPROCATING OR CENTRIFUGAL PUMP

1., Shim down anO-drain .pump,

2. R;movg aland adju'sting nuts and slide gland away from packing.

3. Remove all old paCking witS a Packing puller tool.

4. Check conhition.of shaft or shaft sleeve and replace or resurface the shaft

or replace shaft pleeve.

5. Determine correct size of packing to be used by:

'Correct Size . Bore of stuffing box - Diameter of shaft or 'sleeve

2

Wrap packing around shaft and cut the needed number of rings by diagonnally

cutting pcking coil with knife.

7. Place packing rings on shaft one at a time. Use oil or grease on the inside

of each ring..

/-

8. Tamp the rings into the stuffing box. Use -metal ring to push each packing

ring. into place, Stagger the ring joinA.

9. Replace gland and tighten gland nuts to squeeze packing. Slacken off on gland

nuts to fingeetight.

10. Prime and start pump.
1

11.. Allow packing to leak for few minutes aged tHen tighten gland nut to reduce '

'leakage.

Remoiting, Packing Cutting Packing Rings

I-
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*Self.
A

Asses mentI

. .

C . IP. ... 4 r. '00.

o r iiP. P.' Y

1 When sho.uld, q foot valvle abe 'ins)ailed an pump ainegs .8:.,. ,

O .... ,
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3. A water level gauge is needed to.check ;he amount of .,.
. , in .

.

S surge :chamber of a reciprocating pump.
... . -. s

,. . %!
0 , -ii , -

.. .
a 0
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41. Whichtspare parts should be kept for reciprocating ,poimp troub,k7shootin10'
, . . .., -. .. .,

IA A

A ) 4 4 ' 9:4

I. '

L

r.4

:Which spare 'parts should be kept for centrifugal pump repair?
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. Olt .... ,

r
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. 'INSTRUCTIONAL 'LEARNING sytTems'

No Self Assessment
Aniw!is$:

e.

" /

"4. Spare val4es and packing.I

1. When pump works on suction ,lift,

Or

2. Check valve.

3.- Air.

f

a

)1"

V

,Bevi46, shaft sleeves, wearing rings and parking.

1

a

10

4

ao
A

0

4

p

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

p

#.

I. .What is ''the best wilt to avoid pump outages?

er
.14

Wher6.can troubleshdoting information be obtained for specific types.o

pumps? v. .

3. Why should a pump be located so-that j.t is easily accessible?

d

e.

4. Sprelvalves and packing should be kept for. pumps.

. s

BearingS, shaft sleeves and wearing rings .are good. spAre parts for

PumPP.

.4

p

4,

1

4

M

or

## .

t-

f

4.
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Instructor
°Posit Assessment
Answep

S

91

. i
1. Pr@yAntive maiktenanct operations .heck schedule.

.

4 ,

2. Instruction manual for each puMp. Obtained ftom:pump-manufactImer..

5, For inspection and tepair.

Reciprocatin,3.

5: Centrifugal:

11

12

0

(

L'

1,*

A

t.

iP
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

1,

Supplementary
Referiences ,

'A .

I * Correspondence Course. Lecture 9. Section 2. irst Class. -.
Southern Alberta pratitute of Technology Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

b

e 4

13

I

,

M

4

k
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b

Goal:.

4

V'

4it

9 1 41

PUMPS MAIHt4AUCE

The..apprentice will be able to

clescribe maintenance procedures
for puivs.

A

1

at.

`

. Performance:indicators:

I

1

1

:....

4

3

s'

A` 1,

1. Describe 40hedules for pre-
Arentivem+tenance of pumps.

a. DeserIte Jibrication of pumps.

3. Describe4aintenance of pump
packin3 apd seals.

Qp

(

113
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NSTFIUCTIONAL LEARNING SYS CM

gl!

A107411:

q ,-
a7Ipperligm.4.44.494.P..minuommilim4Low44=ne

. . 4 i

s
'4 (:

v It
_q

41- Read the goal and ?erfOrmabce indiqatorsto find what is to be leai-ned Ir.Qm
,

package.
?-,

, .

k

Read ttie vocabulary list to find new words that will be used' in pa gage.
.

.
. ... '. .

* Read the introduction and information sheets.
(11

.

. 0, .

, - I
-..

.

O

* 'Compl#te,tle job sheet.

.. 1 ,

* Complete self-assesspent. '

* ..Coraplete post-assiessment:
. 0

I

I

4
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Vocalad a

*1

. ,

nti

* Gland

* Mating

t

ring

Mechanical seals

* "0" rings.

* Preventive maintenance

'\

4 .1°#4 Pump packing

( * .R011er, belrings

Rotating mechanical seal
U

Sealing ring

.

Shaft sleeves

Sleeve bearings

Statibnary mechanical seal

Stuffing boxes

Wearing rings

I
.

N

ti

I
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'Preventivelnaintenance is the key'to-success in pu4,operation. Most ofothe oli(b. .

outages can be prevented by prioper maintenance. egood maintenance, schedule

wag, assuee thatnaintenance'takes plsc'e)efore problems arise.
.

Lubri9 tion'of, pumps will preVene wear of parts. Packing and seals,, must be

replaced. td avoidleakage.and loss in pdmp efficiency. The 'apprentice' -Should

,,' knoy.hoif to'carei.for and maintain ?Limps in a way that avoids costly 'outages.

10therwis4 simple Maintenance needs,becone.majorirepair items. ,

,

4 4.
%

4,

o 1,1
1) ' l'.

14,

.
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,
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Information
Maintenat ce Schedule te

/#:
Preventive qaintenance.checkOshould b made to determine if the pump parts are
working ad:, they should. work. Thelollowing items should be checked hourly

it

,

during operation:

* Bearing temperatures (by hand)
* Suction ..pressure

* DiJscavge pressure
* Lubricating oil pre*ure and temperature
* 'Balancing disc leakoff
* Stuffing box leakoff.
* Cooling water flow
* Cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures
* Amperage ofdriver motor
* Oil.ring operation
* Recirculation or bypass flow

b.,

When any of the above items are not functioning normally, the problem should be
corrected as quickly as possible.

Monthly checks shouls1 be made on the following:

* ,3earing temfeiiiiures (by thermometer to get'an accurate check)
* Correct hot bearing problems by adjusting the lubrication or alignment

of pump and driver. Ball and roller bearings may run hot due to
overlubrication. This problem can be corrected by cemoving lubricant.
Sleeve bearings may' not be receiving enough lubricant and run hot.
Additional lubricant willcorrect the problpm. .Realignment of pump and
driver may be needed to correct ftoblems of. hot beVngs.

Quarterly checks should be made on:

* Didmantle, clean and'change oil in sleeve bearings..
* Check All grease -packed bearings far contamination. If contaminated

flush, clean and repack.
* . Measure all bearings for wear and replace ofneeded.

Semi-annual checks should include:

* Check stuffing box leakage and renew uackin3.
* Check shaft sleeves for wear.

sq,

.

* Check for bent shaftsi worn bearings and rotOrbalance.

a

11 fl
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\ T7

1pformati n
--"^1

7,

t. .
. .

Annual Checks may involvea, complete dismantling of tbe'Oump if j., is giVing
poor performance. Such annual:* checks would include: .

(, 1
Checking the casing for corrosion and wear.
Checking rotor for corrosion and wear.
Measuring Aar ring clearance and replacing rings%
Replacing worn shafts and sl4eves:
Flushing and cleaning coolant connections.

44- Recalibration of pressure .gauges.
*' Checking bypass and recirculating valves for wear and, replacing tken.when

*
needed.

Checking suction.and diacharge'valye assemblies on reciprocating pumps.

-Wearing Rings

The wearing rin3 seals the impeller of a centr.ifugal pump into the- :casing.

Rings may be mounted on either the impeller or casing or both. The rings are
made of softer material than fiat of thetsurfece it will be wearing against' so
that the impeller or casing does not wear. Wear rings are usually made of

bronze or cast iron so that the wear will be snooth. The rings are set- into the
impeller rim, by threading.and held in place by set screws. .Rings can be

purchased as continuous or half rings. When fit on the casing, grooves hold the
ring in glace. The diagram below shows the location of wearing rings in a ?milli.

a

I
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Inforrnati9n 4

ti

Stuffing coxes

S

,

A seal is required between. the casing and shaft of a pudp.. A stuffing box is e
groove on.the shaft that holds packing rings. -The,packint is held in place by
an adjustable gland.

Gland Adjusting t3t14.

Pump Interior
Casing

-)Th

4

PO'4 MI Ire Gland

Packing Rings
ump Shaft

Stuffing Box with Packing

lantern ring supplies sealing liquid to-the packing to exclude air ane..provide
1 brication. The lantern ring is needed by pumps that handle sand or olqr'
g itty materials. .The sealing liquid keeps the sand from .eating 'up" :tile

pa king.

4: Cuing .
Sealing
Water Inlet

Gland Adjusting Nut

Jo

'Gland 0

Lantern Ring
.

Stuffidibilik with Lantern Ring

s 1,
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InformApbh

Snaft Sleeves

A.pumd-shaft.is subject to wear and corrosion. Large pumps use shaftpleves to
take the wear instead of the shaft. When wear occurs, the sleeve. is replaced.

The sleeve is keyed on the shaft. and held in place by the shaft nut.

I

Pump Packing

IMPELLER SHAFT GLAND

IMPELLER NUT SLEEVE SET SCREW
ti

NMP packing is usually replaced every 3-6 :months, dep ding orb the operating

Ohditions.

?acking rings are cut from a coil and tamped 'nto the stu;fing box.

The details of replacing pump packing are found in the ?unp-montoring, and

Ti*bleshooting- package

rigA 4

4,4

hanicil Seals

. \
On,pumps that handle gasoline, acids and other touchy'liquids, a rAchanical sell

is used in place of stuffing boxes. ilechanical seals reduce ?ump leaka3e ,and

make'it easierto work with such Materials. A mechanical seal is)two kiat.rings

that rotate 'at right: angles No the pump .shaft. One ring is called a

sealingring and the other is a maeng.ring. The two rings are held in coniact

with each other by springs. On a stationary mechanical seal, the sealing ring

is attached to the lump casing and the mating rig turns on tai shat. A

rotating mechanical seal has; the sealing ring attached to the shaft and "the

mating ring on the casOlpg. A seal, between the rings :Ind casin3 2rovido by

"C)" rings:

cs

9
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,

,

)\,n the maintenancq of 'mechaiiicaks'eals, the operat'Or should Make certain -that

'1.
-.

\
.- 4

.

' th,e pump is aever operated. without being filled with liquid. ' All air should be

vented from the seal housings before starting the .pump. A flow of cooling

liquid. must be kept. over'Ithe'Seals.. Mechanical seals :fia}t leak due. to scoring,

grooving, distortion, mlealignpent-or vibration. Manufacturers instructions

.
should be carefully -.folloWed in maintenance of pumps with' mechanical seals -4: ,

1

lioustry.

b.

Stlscrevy

Bearings

Shell
Stooling; 'mg

Rotating Seal

7

r

Stationary Seal
. .

Sleeve or shell bearings should be o'l lubricate4 by drIflubricators. Ball or
-

roller bearings maybe lubricated by oil or grease. Ball or roller bearings

should be. lubrica'ked with a high grade of lubricant and should never 'be

overlubricated. They should be cleaned and lubricated on a regular, , scheduled

basie. Ball bearings are also called anti - friction bearings.

44...toloth

4
4

.

13

t

4'
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Assignment

* Read *fle 7-32 in supplementary ref erenc,,,

* Complete the job sheet.

, Q* Complete the selfassessMent and check answers with
0
anser sheet.w

.
.

* .Complete the po2syssessment and have instructor check your answers.

4

r

Q's

4

c

1U

p
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^ * INSTRUCTION L LEARNING S

l.Job Sheet

Ihmounimiimpunftwpmom****NOWN.

COMP.LETE AN HOURLY 'PECK OF Al4 OPERATING PUMP

Check the following:

Check-baaring-temperatureaby hand
- Check suction pressure

Check discharge pressure
- Checklubricating oil pressure and tgMperature

- Check leakoff on balancing disc
- Check,stuffing box leakoff
- Check cooling water flow 1

- Check cooling water inlet and outlet temperature .

.

- Check amperage.of driver motor
- Check recirculation or bypasq control

..

List those problems that, need to be-corrected. Kee' a written list of your

readings.
vt) ,

* 'Ask instructor to(Alidate your findings in regard to thetpaintenance problems*

of the pump.
1. .

* Discuss (with instructor) the best ways to correct problems.

4

V
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,Self
Assessment

Indicate whether the following pump items should be part of an hourly, monthly,
.

quart rly, semi-annually or annually, operations check for preventive
.mains nance.

1. Cooling water flow

2. Stuffing box leakoff

3. Bearing temperatures by thermometer

4. Searing temperatures by hard .

5. Clean and change,oilin sleeve bearijts,

6. Runew packing ift stuffing boxes

7. Check grease.packed bearings
4-

8. Measur bearings for wear

Mb

9. Suction pressure

10. Amperage of driver motor

V,

.0 ,
4

b



a

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Hourly

2. Hourly

40.
3. Monthly

.4. Hourly

5. Quarterly

6. Semiannually

7. .Quarterly

8. Quatterly\---- '

9. "flourly

10. Hourly

ti

..A

.13

`41

4
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14 INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Post
Assetsment

APIIIP011.116.1.111111.0
amgskislaiMMIftPIMM/M4NN*MN/WW/WM.

1.1

a

J

,l. Packing rings are held in a stuffing box by the.

2. Sealing liquid is supplied to packing (on some pumils that pump

.gritty materials) ,ring.

3. Pump packing should be replaced every ,-months.

4. List two types of mechanical seals.

5. 1 en are mechanical seals used?

or

.10

1

6. A seal is provided between the rings of a mechanical.seal add the pump

casing by rings.

Ip

7. bearings are also called anti-friction bearings.

are used on large pumps to re ce wear on the'shaft

1109., 'A complete dismantling of a pumpis often a part of the
operations check.

8. Shaft

itself.

0 10. Wear ringsare usually made of or

14
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Instructor
*Post Assessme
Answers

0

1. Gland

2. Lantern

3: 3 - 6 months

4. Rotating and stationary

3

4

5. When pumping gaOlineocipcid and excessive leakage is a problem.
4

b. "0" rings

7. Ball

8. SleeveS.

9. Annual

10. Bronze or cast iron

t.

I5"

J

4

S
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STEAM GENERATION
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13.4
13.6
13.7

Firb. Class
Lecture 9

POWER PLANT PUMPS

The purpose of a pump is to impart energy to a fluid in order to move it
from one point to another* Because of the many purposes and variety of services
for which a pumilis required in a' power plant it can be regarded as the most
widely used item for power plant auxiliaries. Examples of pump applications in
the power plant are:boiler circulating pumps, feedwater pumps, fuel-oitpumps,
chemical feed pumps, condensate pumps, circulating water pumps, and vacuum
pumps.

I-

1WP CLASSIFICATION

Pumps can be classified, according 'to their method of operation, as
,reciprocating; centrifugal, and rotary.

1, RECIBitOCATING PUMPS

Reciprocating pumps are positive displacement pumps which use the
reciprocating motion of pistons, plungers, or diaphragms to move the fluid
throughlke pump. The ability Of the reciprocating pump to produce high pres-
sures allliclosely controlled flOw makes then1 particularly adaptable for such
applications as chemical feeding. They are also used as boiler feedpumps in
small inAallations where rfiodeJate capacitiAsNand high pressures are required.
In addition, fuel-oil pumps are frequently e reciprocating type.

The. following sections discuss and illustrate some commonly used types/
of reciprocating pumps.

As
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1. Direct Driven Duplex

"Rs! len i

I. steam
:. slide v;1%I.
. piston rings

stei ni,cylitider

6. drain cock 9. discharge vtIve
6. ',lulling box 10. suction valve

. ciaollv 11. liner
S. pi:.toti rod 1.!. packing ling

liquid piston
14. quid iilinder
16. inrge port
16. suction poi t

Horizontal Duplex Pump Cross.-Section
(Worthington Corporation)

Fig. 1

..; 4
O

The duplex pump*, in Fig. 1 uses drive pistons operated by steam or air
to drive the pumping. istons. The two pumping pistonS, which are double'acting;
are arranged so that their operation overlaps and when the,output from one piston.
reaches zero,. the output from the other piston will be at a maximum. This
arrangement tends to smooth out the pulsating discharge inherent with recipro-
cating pumps.

Direct dr4en pumps have good efficiency over a wide range of capacity,
However, they are usually high in first cost and require a large floor space
and superVision during operation,

2,. lArect Driven Simplex

The simplex pump shown in Fig. 2 is another type of direct driven pump.
It features one driving piston and one double acting pumping piston. Due to the
single pumping piston, the discharge of this pump is more pulsating than that of
the duplex pump.

PE1-2-9-2
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1,t If

Steam piston

Veam cylinder

Piston rod

Exhaust stop valve

Valve pear lever

Steam stop veldt

Valve chest for main and
auxiliary valves

Auxiliary valve rod

t.

r

Vertical,Weir Boiler Feed Pump
,J) Fig 2i

Simplex pumps may be vertical as in Prig, 2 or they may be the horizontal

type, Their advantages and' disadvantages are' Much the same as those of the Ii/$

duplex pump,, 'Ili° vertical simplex howeVer, has the added advantage of not,

rt,.quiring a lVge floor space and in addition will not he subject to the same

cylinder and,ItiMon wear as the'weightof the piston is not carr'ed by the cylinder

w,all,

LA COPY AVAILABLE
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3. Power Driven Pumps

4

Power pumps .are those which have the pumping pistons driven by an exter-nal power source through a crankshaft. The power source is usually an oltctric
motor but internal combustion engines are also used.

Normally the power pump is driven at constant speed and therefore pro-duces a constant flow rate over. a wide range of discharge prgssures. All power
pumps should be equipped.with relief valves on the discharge to prevent damage
from overpressure which could occur if the discharge valve was closed during
operation or if the discharge was blocked for some reason.

Fig. 3 shows a motor driven powe pump having three single actingcylinders. The term "single acting "is us beta water is discharged from
each cylinder on the downstroke only as oppose o a double acting pump which
discharges during each stroke,

°

.4

The drive is supplied to the three cylinders through an overhead crank-.shaft, gearing and belt. Because of the three cylinders, this type is called atriplex pump.

PE.1 -2-9-4
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. Diaphragm Punips
3,

Diaphr:tigm pumps. differ from piston type reciprocating pumps in that the
fluid being pumped is completely isolated by, the diaphragm from the reciprocatirkg
mechanism thereby eliminating leakage and contamination problems.

ti The diaphragm is a flexible rn.enibrane which acts as the liquid displacing
. component. It may be made from metal, plastic or more elastic materials such.
as rubber depending upon the particular applicatieh.

The diaphragm may he actuated mechanibally or hydraulically. The
mecha.9cally operatild type is limited to discharge pressures below 850 kPa
because of the stress developed in the diaphragm. The hydraulic type uses a
fluid to move the diaphragm. This method develops an even pressure over the
entire surface of the diaphragm resulting in. lower stresses" and allowing higher
discharge pressures.

4.

eChaniCallY Actuated. 1) i aPbragrn AMP.
I,

..#1211111_±

0

A n-liftcally actuate diaphragm 'pump appears in-Fig. 4. The dia-
phragm I) which is of rubber ol quthotic rubber is conneeted tothe piston P by
means of the disc 13 An eccentric is used to produce4hy reciprocating.:mption.:
which flexes the diTtphragm cau,4iitgpumpinf!,..Wocour,... Di$1ciSaitge'pressure- in.this pump is limited to 350,kP:i.

.
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Hydraulically Actuated
Diaphragm Pump..

Fig, 5
-0

.The. hydraulic type of diaphragm pump shown in Fig. 5 is suit:114(1,1'0
di:,charge-Oressure to 2000 kPa. The diaphragm I) is caused to flex by means of

hydraulic fluid contained in the space between the piston P and the diaphragm.
',The piston is driven by an eccentric and when it moves upward it produces a
liNitrulie pressure on the diaphragm causing the diaphragm stcy move to the left.
When the piston moves downward, a vacuum is formed and the diaphragm moves
'to the-right. In this way a pumping action is produced in the chamber to the left
.11 Iliii,Xliaphragin and the liquid being pumped is drawn in. through the suction

ve iind discharged.through the discharge valve,

Diaphragm piimps are well suited for use as controlled, volume or meter-
.14;0i.inps as their capacity can be adjusted by varying the stroke length or the
st frequenv.

134
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2, CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

A- centrifugal,pump may be defined in a general way as a pump which uses
centrifugal foroeto develop 'velocity in the liquid being handled, which velocity
being consequently co/Pried to pressure!, The centrifugal classification, how-

° ever, can be'subdivi efl,into the following types: volute, diffuser, axial flow,
mixed flow, sand regen rative.

1, Volute Pumps
;

VI

.

Liquid discharge

,

Passage between

impeller vanes

Volute. casing

Volute Centrifugal Pualp

Fig. 6

The general construction of the volute centrifugal pump is sketched in
Fig, 6, The liquid being pumped is drawn into the centre or:.eye of the impeller
and is discharged from the impeller periphery into a volute or spiral' casing
which has a gradually increasing cross - sectional alma. This volute casing con-
verts the velocity energy of the liquid created by the impeller to pressure energy,
This pressure, varies around the circumference of the volute and causes a radial
unbalande or thrust whia may, be sufficiently large to cause vibration and shaft
deflection, Because of this some pumps use-twin v61iates which are located so
that they are diametrically opposed thus balancing the radial thrust,

PE1-279-7
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Volute pumps may be either single or multistage design. In general,
single stage pumps are used for headsoof m or less while the multistage'

"f' design is usually necessary for,heads of above 120 m.

2. Diffuser Pumps

4, Discharge

Stationary diffuier ring

Diffuser vanes

Diffuser Centrifugal ,Pump 4111

Fig, 7

Volute casing

The construction of a diffuser centrifugal pump is sketched in Fig, 7, The
diffuser pump features guide vanes or diffusers locked between the imii6ller rim
and the caOng. The high velocity energy of the, liquid leaving the impeller rim
is tonvertea to presSure energy as the liquid passes through the diffuser vanes,
As these.diffuser vanes am! spaced Uniformly around the impeller circumference
there is no radial unbalance developed. In addition, in the diffuser pump the
`velocity energy of the liquid is more ecempletely converted into pressure energy
than 41. i, in she volute pump. As a result, the diffuser pump is commonly used
for high.capacity, high pressure service..

PM -2-9-8
t
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3. Axial Flew pumps

1. .

a*

Inlet

Vertical Axial Flow Pulnp

Fly, 8

r

Axial flow pumps, also referred to as propellor puinps, use im 11ers
with blades similar to thosc of an aircraft propellor. The pump head is c veloped
by the propelling or lifting action of the blades on the liquid,

The arrangement of the pump is usually vertical as in Fig, 8 but horizon-
tal and inclined shaft arrangements are also available. For the smaller pumps,
fixe lad type impellers are used but larger pumps may use OipellerAWith
adjustab or variable-pitch blades which can be used to maintain efftAncy at
loads which differ from the design load,

'?

114
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Axial flow punrive the advantages of compact size and abil ty to oper-
ate at high speeds while their disadvantages include low suction lift capacity and
relatively low discharge head capability, They are used mainly for low head,
high capacity applications and are available in the single stage design or the. multi-

).- stage design as in Fig, 8.

4, Mixed Flow Pumps

Mixed flow pumps combine some of t characteristics of the volute and
dg'fuser pumps together with some axial flow pump features. The head developed
by this pump is produced partly by centrifugal force and partly by the lift of the
impeller 'vanes on the liquid.

-to

Mixed Flow Pump

Fig. 19

The mixed flow pump shown Fig, 9 has a single inlet impeller with the
flow entering the pump in an axial dfrection and leaving the pump in a direction
somewhere between axial and radial.

Although the mixed flow pump in Fig. 9 is arranged horizontally, this type
of pump, like the axial flow type, is frequently arranged for vertical operation.
With the vertical arrangement the pump can be placed directly in,the suction well
and thus be primed at all times. ti

'Like the axial flowpump, the mixed flow type is used mainly on low head,
high capacity service and like the axial flow pump it may be fitted with variable
pitch impel)er vanes.

11.1-2-9-10
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5. Regenerative Pumps

- 1.1'

(
Turbine Pump Casing .and Imppller

Fig. 10

The regenerative pump, or turbine regenerative pump as it is also called,
features antmpeller having a double row of vanes cut in the rim.as illustrated in
Fig. 10. The liquid being pumped enters at the periphery of the pump and circu-
lates almost 360 degrees before being discharged at the periphery.'

The impeller vanes travel in a channel in the pump casing atfti as the impeller
rotates, the liquid being pumped recirculates between the impeller vanes and re-
ceives a number of impulses from the vanes. This series of impttlses has the
same effect as multistaging in a centrifugal pump and the liquid pressure will
increase uniformly around the pump...periphery from suction to discharge.

The regenerative pump can develop several times the discharge pressure of
a centrifugal pump having the game size and speed. The head produced may be.
in the range of 55Q kPa or higher depending on flow and design. A relief valve
should be installed on the discharge line as excessive riressure can be developed
if tir pump is operated against a closed discharge.

The shaft speed in this type of pump may be as high as 6000 rev/min in some
units. However, clearances are close and rapid wear will occur if the pumped
liquid contains any abrasives. , N..

t3
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Although the efficiency of the regenerative pump is low, its compact size
and low mass can be considered advantages. It is best suited for low 'capacity,

high pressure service and this type is often used for boiler feed pumps for sma
boilers, condensate retuxIn pumps, liquified petroleum pumps and for pumping.
refrigerants.

3., ROTARY PUMPS

Unlike the centrifugal pumps discussed previously, rotary pumps are
ti positive displacement units. Instead.of imparting high velocity .to the liquid d e

to centrifugal 1 rce as in a centrifugal pump, rotary pumpq trap the liquid an
push ft around closed casing to the discharge, However, due to their rotar
characteristic they do produce a continuous and smootli flow like the centri gal
pump and unlike the other positive displacement p mp, the reciprocating.

A great variety of rotary pump designs are in use, a few of which are
described as follows.

1, Spur Gear Pump

60-

Gear Pump

Fig. 11

I

The spur gear pump shown in Fig. 11 consists of a housing containing two
gears, the driving gear at the top and an idler ,er driven gear' at the bottom.

As the gears rotate, the liquid is trapped between their teeth and the
caging and is carried around to the discharge. The meshing teeth prevent escape
'of the -liquid back to the suction,

PE 1-2-9-12
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The top or driven gear is keyed to a shaft which may be driven directly by
an electric motor Or indirectly' by means of belting or gearing.

The spur gear type is generally used as a high pressure pump for low viscosi-
ty liquids. They are designed for speeds not exceeding 600 rev/ipin. and for pres-
sures up to 10 000 kPa. Capacity is not usually above 450 litres per min. -

of

2. Lobe Pump 1

Lobe Pump

Fig. 12

The lobe pump in Fig. 12, uses two rotors, each of which has three lobes.
The rotors arc synchronized rind drivers by external gears and as they turn, the
liquid is trapped in pockets formed by the lobes and the hotising and is carried
around and forced out the,. discharge. M.

Clearance between the lobes, and between the lobe& and the housing moist be
kept to a minimum to prevent leakage and maintain efficiency.

The lobe pump is suitable for capacities up to 12 000 L/min and heads of
up to 76 m. A

p

14.1
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3, lIdtng Vane Pump`

- .14'

Sliding Vane Pump.

Fig: 13

1 In the sliding vane pump, Fig, 13, ,t0e rotor, which is off centre with the
housing, contains a number of sliding vaRes. These vanes are free to move rad-
ially within the rotor anM tend to move out against"the housing due to centrifugal
force, As the rotor turns, the liquid is trapped between the vanes yld the housing
atd is carried around to the discharge.\,

This type of pump' can be built for pressures up to 7000 k13ii when operating
at 1200 rev/min.

There are several other different' designs': of sliding vane Pumps, In one
type the vanes are held in position by spacer rings that are concentric wits the
casing, In another type the vanes are pushed out agrtinst the casing by liquid
pressure which is bled into the spaces behind the, vanes,

4, Screw Pump

13E1-2-9-14

.Screw Pump

Fig, '1.4
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screw pump in F. 14 features a power rotor situated betw en two idler.
ro ors. The liquid is drawn into both ends of th rotor where It is aped in the

ckets fortyre4, by the threads. The liquid Is HO along between the screw
threads along the axes of the screws as i rew conveyor. The idler rotors are
driverliby liquid pressure and there is no metal to metal contact between idlers and
powerwrotor. This design may operate at pressures up to 7000 kPa and at speeds
up to 7000, rev/min^.

I
'UM P APPLICATION

As mentioned previously, some xamples of pump applications in the power
plant are; boiler circulating pumps, feedwater pumps, fuel-oil,umps, chemical
feed pumps, condensate pumps, circulating water pumps, and vacuum. pumpS.
These applications will be discussed briefly in the following sections.

,,

1. Boi r Circulating Pumps
. :...

ForcedVirculation boilers, luch as those described in LeeLture.c.*ction 2,
require a pump or pumps to proa. ce the flow through the boiler' tubes.. This is
necessary for boilers operating at and above the critical pressure and this ,method

'is often usedlor boilers operating above 14 000 kPa.

Two types of boiler circulating pumpsare in common use; the conventional.
drive type, and the submerged motor type.

Conventional Driv0 Type

It

This type usually uses an electr1;. motor althOugh steam turbines are
times used. The driver is connected to the pump shaft by means of a flexible
coupling.and the pump itself may be either a single-stage or two-stage volUte type
centrifugal.

In industrial applications where pressures and temileratures ;mac, not exces-4
sively high, the pump shaft is sealed by mean's of a packing gland or anrchanical
seal. In central station practice, however, where pressures and temperatures
are higher, a special type of shaft seal is used and this seal is shown in Fig. 15.

11E1-2-9-15
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B OILER PEED PUMP

IMPELLER

PUMP CASING

Boiler Circulating Pump Seal
(Combdstion Engineering)

Fig, 15

In this type.of seal a sealing water labyrinth is used between a throttling
bushing and 4e soft packing, The sealing water for this labyrinth,. however,
cannot.betaken from the pump casing because this higJi temperature water would
flash in the seal and. erosion would result, Therefore, cooler high pressure
injection water is taken from the boiler feedpump discharge before the final
feedwater heaters when the water is at a temperature and pressure 8uitabl7 for
the seal,

0

Submerged Motor Type

Two designs of subYnerged motor pumps are used, One design, known as
the wet type, has the motor housed within the same casing aQthe pump proper,
The pumped liquid surrounds and contacts the stator, the'rotor, and the bearings,
Waterproof insulation is trsed for the windings gand the material used is usually
polyvinyl chloride,

PE1-2-9-16
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$ y The other design of submerged motor piimp is the canned motor typ
illustrated:in Fig, 16,

i 11.' cilI tV
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SUCT ION
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IMPELLER

Canned Motor Pump
(Combustion Engineering)'

Fig 16

11

In the canned motor pump the pumped liquid is allowed to enter the motor
casing but contact with the stator and rotor is prevented by means of sealing
jackets or 'cans. High pressure cooling water is circulated through the spacebetween the stator' and rotor cans by means of an auxiliarympeller on the motor
Shaft, This high pressure water then passes through an external cooler where it
is cooled by means of low pressure cooling water.

rt.

In the submerged motor pump, a thermal barrier is required to retard
the flow of heat from the flUmped water into the motor portion of the pump. This
barrier, in Fig, 16, 'is located immediately abOve the main impeller and con-
sists of a-close fitting sleeve and bushing with an extended surface.

1.45
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2. Boiler Feedwater Pumps

The type of pump used for boiler feedwater service depends largely upon the
capacity and ressure of the boiler which it serves. In general, feedwater pumps
are either th eciprocating type or, more commonly, the centrifugal type. t

A Reciprocating. Feedwater Pumps

The direct steam driven reciprocating pump is generally limited to plants
having a capacityof 100 000 kg per hour and under and pressures less than 2750 kPa
and for this type of service either the horizontal or the vertical design may be used.

Steam driven pumps have the unique advantage of being able to vary their ca-
pacity from zero to maximum indotpndent of the discharge pressure plus the
ability to vary their discharge pregsure from zero to maximum independent of
capacity.

Power driven reciprocating pumps are sometimes used in feedwater service
in medium pressure plants and in high pressure plants may be used to supply feed-

- water to the desuperheater.

When used 'for high pressure, high temperature service, reciprocating pumps
are subject to increased wear on valves, Seats, cylinders and pistons.

Per driven pumps cost more thanirect steam driven types and are more
compact than the horizontal steam pumps. The steam, driven pumps have high
reliability and low maintenance costs but unless the exhaust iteam can be used
for feed heating or proceSs they are less economical than the power driven types.

Centrifugal Feedwater Pumps

Medium and large-sized plants use centrifugal type boiler feedwater pumps
of either the volute or the diffuser design. The regenerative pump, whic.y.also
eanlioe considered as a type of centrifligal pump is firequently used for feedwater
service in small low pressurplants.

The volute and the diffuser pumps may be of the split caSe design for serv-
i ice up to 10 000 kPa. Above this pressure, the'haivrel t3ive..ore,asing.ls nor-

. .Thally eniployed.

PE1 -2 -9 -18
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Horizontal Split Case Pump
(De Laval)

Fig. 17

4

The split case pump in Fig. 17 contains six stages and is suitable for
pressures in We range of 8000 kPa.
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Fig. 19
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A multi-stage puma such as that shown in Fig. 18 and Fig, 19 must be
equipped with some device to provide axial balance. A single-suction impeller
is subjected to axial hydraulic thrust caused by the pressure differential between
its. two faces. A multistage pump with all its single-stiction impellers facing in
one direction generates a hydraulic thrust equal to the sum of the individual
impeller thrusts, To counteract this total thrust a balance disc and throttle
sleeve may be used and this arrangement is sketched in.Fig. 20,

PE1-2-9-20
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I

Balance Disc and Sleeve
(Allis-Chalmers).

14. 20

Iteisrring to Fig, 20, the radial cled nce at the throttle sleeve remains
constant while the axial clearanceat the balan disc face varies with rotor
position, At startup, the differential I e created by the impellers will move.
the rotor to the:right or suction end of the pump. ThiW movement simultaneously

_reduces the axial clearance at the balance disc face, causing a presskire increase
in the intermediate relief chamber, forcing the balance _disc and rotor towards the
left until the proper balance of pressures and forces is established. Conversely,
movement of the rotor to the left will increase the axial clearance, reducing the..
pressure in the intermediate relief chamber until normal balance is achieved.,
The- dise,With an area larger than that of the unbalanced area Of The impellers
overrides the impeller thrust and maintains a precise clearance to provide pres-
sure breakdown and axial balance, ft is sized so as to maintain balance under
maximum possible loading and even with wear, is self adjusting: The syStein of
balance is unaffected by varying- the umber of stages or by changes in impeller
diameter.

.14
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A spring loaded Kingsbury type thrust bearing is employed only to locate
the rotor axially during startup, shutdown and dui' rg transient operating condi-
tions. In .normal operation, the thrust bearing does not supplement the balance
disc.

The leak-off from the relief chamber should not be retuied to the suction
.of the pump as this may Cause flashing at low flows. Instead the leak-off shouldk,
be piped to an open heater ahead of .the pump. There should be no valve of any'
kind between the leak-off connection and the open heater,

3:' Condensate Pumps

In power plants where low pressure steam is produced for building heating,
a common arrangement is to have a unit which serves as both condensate puMp
and boilrer feedpump, The unit usually consists of one or two single stage centri-
fugal pumps arranged to take their suction from a receiver tank into which the
condensate returning from the system flows. The condensate pumps discharge
directly into the boiler or boilers.

Although centrifugal pumps are most frequently used for this service some
rotary, regenerative, and reciprocating designs may also be used.

In high pressure steam plants which supply steam to condensing turbines,
the pUmp which iremoves the condensate from the condenser' is known as a con-
densate or extraction pump. This pump, which usually discharges through low
pressure heaters to a deaerator, muit,be of a special design having a low ,Suction.
ihetui requirement. This is because ne turbine condpur is usually located in
the power plant basement and the condensate pump cinnot he supplied with much
suction head without raising the condenser or installing the pump in a pit.

W

Centrikigal pumps are used for this type of service and, because the con-
densat is near the flashing temperature, the pump first stage impeller is designed
with a large inlet or eye which reduces the possibility of flashing and cavitation.

Either horizOntal or vertical centrifugal pumps May' be used, The vertical
type is often favored as it.can"be set into a pit in the basement'floo and in this
way obtain a few metres ofsuction head. Fig. 21 shows a multi-sti e conden-
sate pump of the vertical type.

PE1-2-9-22
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Vertical Condensate Pump

Fig. 21

at 41

6

4

The shaft glands of condensate pumps must be water sealed to prevent air
leaking into the pump and the pump vent must lead to thj condenser as the pump
is under condenser pressure when standing idle on star(dby duty. The usual
arrangement as to the number of condensate pumps installed is two 100% capacity
pumps, one in service and one standby. Alternatively, three 50% capacity pumps
may be instaid in plants which operate at low loads frequently.

4. Circulating Water Pumps

Circulating water pumps are required to move large quantities of cooling
water through the turbine condenser.

They are generally of the low head, large volume type featuring low speeds
and single stage design. Both the vertical and the horizontal. pump design may be
used for this service. The horizontal _type used is usually 4 volute centrifugal
pump employing either a single or a double .inlet. Vertical designs favored
include the volute type, the propeller type, and the mixed flow type.
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A .propeller type circulating waxer pump is illustrated in Fig, .22,

1. motor
2. coupling
3. gland
4. gland spacer
6. gland packing
6. shaft sleeve key
7. gland drain
8. pump body bracket
11. pump discharge elbow

10. shaft stationary sleeve
11..shaft
J. shaft sleeve key
13. guide vanes
14. pump body
16. bearing
16. propeller key
17. propeller
18. pump body liner
10. propeller nut

Propeller Type Circulating Water Pump'
(Westinghouse)

Fig, 22

Frapuently two 50% capacity pumps arc used for circulating water service
as at times.of partial turbine load it is economical to rui only one pump ,rather
than both, This prIctice is also feasible during cold weather when, because of
the low temperature of the circulating water, the capacity of one. pump is sufficient
even at full turbine load,

PK1-2-9-2,1
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5. Miscellaneous Pumps
4.

Under this heading can be included fuel oil pumps, chemical pumps',
vacuum pumps, and ash handling pumps,

Fuel oil pumps are usually some form of rotary positive displacement
type, This type requires a relief or bypass valve to protect the pump and dis-
charge lines from excessive pressure in the event that flow is restricted. Direct
acting steam driven pumps are sometimes used for fuel oil service in smaller
plants while in large stations centritugal fuel oil pumps may be used,

Chemical feed pumps are usually the otor driven reciprocating plunger
type. The capacity, or volume pumped, of this type can be varied by adjusting
the stroke of the pump and.in this way the amount of chemical fed to the boiler
can be closely controlled; -.This type of imp should also be equipped with a.
relief valve on the discharge in order to avoid damage from over pressure.

Vacuum pumps which remove air and noncondensable gases from the
turbine condenser may be the positive displacement type or the jet type. The
positive displacement type may use a reciprocating piston or its design may
feature a rotor with lobes: or vanes. The jet pump utilizes a jet of high pressure
steam as its operating medium and this high pressure steam may be applied to
two or three stages in order to compress the air and gas from condenser pressure
to at4ippheric.

Ash handling pumps-,'which have to pump ash laden water, are usually
single stage centrifugal using flat bladed impellers. Wear resistant alloy is
used for their construction.

PUMP DRIVES

Pumps may be driven1133, any type of prime mover but the most common
driver for per plant pumps is the electric motor. Steam turbines are favored
under certain conditions while internal combustion engines, steam engines and
gas turbines may occasionally be used for a power plant pump.

1. Electric Motors
vak.

The most simple arrangement for pump drive is to use a constant speed
induction motor directly, connected to the pump. This method can be used with
centrifugal, rotary or reciprocating pumps.

J3

ie
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0, Another constant speed driv,er is the synchronous motor which is not only more
efficient than the induction motor but which can be used to improve the plant power
factor.

A wound rotor induction motor may also be used.for pump drive with the
advantage of controlling pump output by speed variation. They are pften used for
pumps which are required to eperiate at reduced output only periodically.

Speed variation may also be obtained with a constant speed motor by means
of a variably..speed fluid or magnetic coupling. This method is often used for boil9r
feedpUmps.

2. Stearn- Turbines

The use of a steam turbine as a pump driver' provides the advantage of simple
speed control plus the possibility of economical use of exhaust steam for process
or feedwater heating. Usually such a steam turbin used to drive a centrifugal
Pump but occasionally is used for rotary pumps and even reciprocating pumps.

For fee(iptimp service in large central stations the steam turbine is preferred
',when kW requirements exceed about 5500. Various arrangements may be used in
, regard to the number of feedpumps required. In some plants three 50(g. capacity
pumps are installed an at f load two pumps would be in service and one on'
standby. Other plants use on y two 50% capacity pumps and in this case failure
of one pump at full load woul man reducing load to half. Another method used
by many large plants is to ve drily one 100% capacity pump which is required to
have the same reliability as the turbo-generator itself. In the latter case, the
feedpurnp turbine for a 1300 megawatt turbo-generator would be in the range of
50 MW.

Another method used in some large generating plants is to connect the feed-
pump through a variable speed coupling to the shaft of the main turbine or generator.

3. Steam Engines, I.C. Engines, Gas Turbines

The only steam engine driven pumps found to any extent are the direct acting
steam pumps such as the duplex and simplex types. Theta), are used in some power
plants for feedwater service, fuel oil service, etc.

PE1 -2-9-26
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Internal combustion engines are frequently u(113d for portable pumps and
for elkergency fire pumps,

Althougli gas turbines are becoming popular for a variety of pump drive
services such as petroleum pipeline pumping, they are seldom used for auxiliary
power plant pumps.

PUMP INSTALLATION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE

In order to ensure satisfactory operation, consider le. attention must be
paid to. the installation of the pump. The unit should be loc ted where it is easily
accessible for repair and inspgiption and sufficient.headroom should be provided .

for removal of casing and rotor. In'the case of a reciprocating pump, enough
room should be provided for the removal of pistons and rods. The location
should be as near as possible to the source of liquid supply in order that a short'
direct suction line cap be used. Similarly, the discharge line should be short
and direct with a minimum of elbow and other fittings so as to reduce friction
losses. The piping should be supported independently of the pump to avoid strain
on the casing and if an expansion joint is used in the piping there should be an
anchor .installed betweeithe pump and the joint.

2
If the pump is to work on a suction lift then a foot valve should be installed

in the suction line and this valve should have a flow area at least equal to that of
the suction line.

A suction, strainer should be installed having a flow area of three to four
times that of the suction line.

A gate valvealild check valve should be installed in the discharge line close
to the pump with the check valve between the gate valve and the pump. If the
pump' is a positive disWacement type then a relief valve should be installed in the
discharge line as clasp to the pumpas possible and before any check valve or
stop valve.

In the case of reciprocating pump where a surge chamber may be re-
.

quired on the suction Or discharge line, probision should be made to keep the
surge chamber c.harg4d with air and a water level gage is desirable in order to
check on the amount elf air in the chamber.

t

f+,

f
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The foundation upon which the pump is to be placed should be heavy enough
to absorb vibration and to provide adequate support for the pump base plate. Be-,
fore the foundatton'concrete is poured, the foundation. bolts shoul6be located by
means of a template and placed within pipe sleeves that are several sizes larger
than the bolts.

If the pump to be installed is a large expensive unit, it is advisable to
o n the services of the manufacturer' s erection engineer to assure proper
installation and alignment.

If the pump and driver are mounted on the base plate when received from
the manufacturer then the coupling halves should be ,disconnected and the units
should be aligned after installing the base plate on the foundation. The base plate
should be set on metal shims or wedges with a gap of about 25 mm between the
base plate and the foundation for grouting. The metal shims should be adjusted
until pump and driver shafts and suction and discharge flanges are level.

The flexible coupling between pump and driver is not intended to absorb
misalignment but rather to compensate for temperature changes and to allow for.
some end play.

The coupling faces should be spaced far enough apart so that they do not
contact each other when the driver rotor is pushed toward the pump as far as it /
will go. Also space must be allowed for eventual wear of the thrust. bearings.

The pump and the driver may he misaligned angularly with the shafts con-
centric but not or they may be rrirs.eligned with the shafts parallel but
not concentric.

,A check for angular alignment is made by inserting a taper gage between
the coupling faces at four points spaced at 90 degree intervals around the coupling.
The coupling faces sho uld be the same distanceapart at all points for correct
angular alignment.

1'a cllel alignment is checked by placing a straight edge across both
coupling ms at the top, bottsim, and both sides. The, straight edge should rest
evenly o the coupling rims at all positions..

Any misalignment, either angular or. parallel can be corrected by insert-'
ing shims under the driver 'feet.

PEI-2-9-28
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When the pump ( Ivor is delivered separately to the site and is to be
mounted on tie pump/ age plate in the field, then the base plate with the nump is
set on the foundatiozri. and levelled with shims leaving a space loaf grouting, The
driver is then placed on the base plate so that the coupling rtes are the correct
distance apart, ,'The pump and driver should then be aligned as described pre-
viously and the/holding down bolt holes for the driver marked off on the basetplate, The drive is now removed and the bolt holes drilled and tapped, The
driver is then rep ced on the base plate, the bolts are inserted and tightened
after re-aligning the driver and Pump,

gs .

When the alignment of pump d driver is correct, the Flit can then be `
grouted in. 'The base plate is co plefely filled with grout, with. the levelling
shims and wedges left in place. After the grout is hardened, about 48 hours
after pouring, the foundation bolts can be fully tightened and the alignment
checked once more.

The alignment'should be checked again after the piping has been connected,
The unit should then be operated under normal conditions until temperatures have
reached operiting condition then the unit should tie shutdown and alignment
checked once more, '---- t

A final alignment check is made after the unit has been running for one
week and then the pump and driver can .be dowelled to the base plate.

Before the. pump is put into operation, the stuffing boxes should
sPected. These are usually packed by the manufacturer before shipping the'
pump. If the stuffing boxes are not already packed then they should be cleaned
and packed.. If the liquid to be pumped is dirty or corrosive then the stuffing
boxes should be sealed with a cl an -sealing liquid from some other,souree: The
packing should be quite loose wh,n the pump is first started an later.tightened
carefully. There should be a sl t leakage from the stuffing box during normal
running.

1
If the pump is equipped with mechanical seals then the manufacturer' s

instructions regarding these must be carefully followed.

Sleeve bearings should be cleaned thoroughly before starting the pump, and
should be filled waif the proper lubricant. When the pump is running, ,.the bearings
spould be checked to see that the oil rings are turning and the bearing temperature
hould be checked frequently until the pump is run in.

157
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If the pump is equipped"with a KIngsbuy-type thrust bearing, make sure that
enough oil is.supplied to protect the thrust shoes beioN,'Starting the pump.

Anti-friction bearings should not be overlubricated and only the best grade of/lubricant should le used,. They should be cleaned and lubricated atf the required
intervals.,, Yer .. I

I

Before the pump unit is started'ior the first +time it should be checked for
'proper direction of.rotatio4.,

Centrifugal pra,mps must beypilmedcbefore starting and priming is recam-.
mended for rotary and reckpr9cating pumps as well. .Priming ,can be done by

c,means of an ejector or entiauster, driven by steam, omprelsed air or water
. ...pressure, whleh removes air from the pump and 'suction line. This method dos

not require a foot valve.'
. .

J

the pump is equipped with a foot vialve then an exhaust r is not required
,and 'G. pump can be filled with, liquid from some outside sou ce.

Still another method of priming is to use a vacutun pump to remove the air
from..the puinp and suction lineand so cause the pump to fill with liquid.

Underrnd circumstances is a centrifugal pump to be started unless the
casing and suction are filled with liquid.

Most centrifugal pumps should be started with. the discharge gate. valve shut,
however in thecase of mixed flop or axial flow pamps.more power may be.,re-
quired with the:di-scharge waive shut than with it open and these pumps should be

qtarted with the discharge valve. oPen or partially open.

Pumps Must noVbe throttled by the use of a valve in the suction line.
d.

, ,

Liquid; moving through a pump will vaporize when the local absolute pressure
falls to or'below,the liquid vapor pressureand this formation of vapor is called
cavitation. Cavitation .Will reduce pump capacity and will cause erosion of metal,
vi{ ration, and pressure pUlsations due to collapse of vapor pockets when arriving
at higher pressure 'regions.of the pump.

PEI -2-9-40 O
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Cavitation is caused by:

Too high suction, velocity

Too many sharp changes ih direction of suction line.

Too high temperature of pumped liquid.

Too high suction lift.

In order to proVide for adequate maintenance of a pump, an adequate
stock of spare parts should be kept on hand, These parts should be identified
and catalogued with reference to the pump instruction manual. When ordering
spare parts the manufacturer should be giver) the pump serial number, size, and
type and .the part name and identifying number as well as any addition111 markings
to be found on the old part. 1

For -reciprocating pumps it is usually only necessary to have, spare valves
and packing on hand.

For centrifugal pumps it is recommend9d tiuit. the following be kept on
hand: set of bearings, set of shaft sleeves, set of wearing rings and an adequate
supply of packing.

In order to avoid pump outages, a schedule of preventative maintenance
should be set up. This schedule may be based on the number of hours theTtmp
is in operation or it may be based simply on time. For example, a schedule
based on time might involve the following intervals and operations:

Hourly
bearing temperatu
eating oil pressure
cooling water flow,
amps, bearing oil
if pump is operati

he operating checks that should be made every hour are:
s (by hand), suction Pressure, discharge pressure, lubri-

and temperature, balancing disc leakoff, stuffing box leakoff,
cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures, driver motor

evels, oil ringoperation, and recirculation or bypass flow
g at lbw capacity,

Monthly - An accurate check of the temperature of each bearing should
be made with a thermometer, Ball or roller bearings that are running hot may
be overlubricated and this can be checked by removing some lubricant. Hot
sleeve bearings may be the result of dirty oil or insufficient oil, Faulty align-
ment of pump and driver is another cause of hot bearings.

0
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Quarterly At three month intervals sleeve bearings shquld be disman-
tled, cleaned,and the oil changed. Grease packod.bear.ings should be checked for
contamination of the grease by the pumped liquid and if contamination is present,
the bearing should be flushed out, cleaned and repacked. All bearings should be
measured for wear,

Semi-annually - Stuffing box leakage Auld be carefully measured and
the packing renewed if necessary, Shaft Sleeves should be checked for scoring
and wear. Tf shaft'aetwes are not worn but packing wear is excessive, this is
an indication of a bent shaft, or worn bearings, or an out of balance rotor.-

In addition toIhe stuffing box fnspectiln,.the alignment of the pump and
driver should be measured and the condition of the be'aring lubricant should be
checked.

Annually Sdnie pump manufactureizkrecommend an, annual dismantling
of their pumps while others dorietteadiiiinend this until the necessity is indicated
by poor performance, noise, vibration,' or overloading of the driver,

If disassembly of the pump is carrieddout,' the following should be
inspected:

thoroughly
casting should be examined for corrosion an. wear and should be

1

thoroughly cleaned.

The rotor 'should be examined for wear and corrosion.

Wearing ring clearance should be measured and rings replaced if
necessary.

Worn bearing shafts and shaft sleeves should be replaced,

All sealant and, coolant connections should be thoroughly flushed; out
and cleaned..

Pressure gages and other instruments should be repalibrated.

Bypass or recirculating valves should be checked or wear and
4epaired or replaced.

Suction and discharge valve assemblies on reciprocating pumps should be
checked and pistils and cylinders inspected.
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PUMPING THEIVItY

Definitions

. Slip - In reference to a reciprocating pump this is the difference between
the quantity of water 'actually.delivered and the piston displacement or s,..-----
theoretical discharge all expressed in litres^ or m3 per minute (L/min).
Slip is due to leakage past valves, 'pistons and stuffing boxes and is ex-
pressed in percentage of piston displacement

. .

Example: If during one stroke the pump piston diselaces 2 litres but
only 1.9' litres of the liquid is forced into the discharge then the
slip = 2.0 - 1.9 =, 0.1 L. Expressed as a percentage of piston dis-

.
.01placement the slip = ---i- x 100 = 5%

2. Volumetric Efficiency In reference to a reciprocating pump this is the
ratio of the volume of liquid delivered to the piston displacement. In
the foregoing example the volumetric. efficiency .=

95
0

= 0..95 or 95%.10

rapacity - This is the quantity of liquid handled by the pump in a given
period of time.1'1t is usually stated in litres/min or cubic metres per ,4

minute (m3/min).

4. Total Static Head - This is equal to tht vertical distance from the surface
of the.supply source to the free surface of the liquid in the discharge
All or to the point of 'free discharee.

I
5. Static Suction Lift - Thisexiats whe,the source supply is below the

centre line of thetunp and it is the)v'ertical di tance from the surface
of the liquid iti the suction well to the centre 11 of the pup.

6. Static Suction' Head. This exists whet) the Supply its located above the
centre line of the pump and is the vertical dist, ce from the pump
centre line to the surface of the liquid in the soicce of supply.

/
7. Static Discharge Had -' This is equal to the verti distance from the

pump centre lihe to the surface of the liquid in he discharge well.

8.. Friction lidad -..This,;16 the equivalent head expressed as metres' of
liquid required to /overcome, thY:friction caused by the flow through
the pipe and 'fittings in.the system.

--2-0-33
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9. Velocity ifeari - This is the eqUf{falent head im metres through which the
* liquid would have to fall to acquire the pumping velocity.

10. Pressure Head - This is the head in metres of liquid in a closed vessel
. from which .the pump.takes its suction or against which the pump

discharges.

11. Total Head - This is, the sum of the static head. plus velocity head plus
friction head plus pressure head.

12. Net Positive Suction Head - This is the total head in metres of liquid
absolute at the suction nozzle of the pUrnp, minus the vapor pres-
sure of the liquid in metres absolute.

N.P.S.11.

Pa

R.D.

He

Hf

0.10148 (Pa Pv)\
R.D. H

the pressure of the atmos ere or the pressure in the
suction vessel in kPa .

the relative density of the liquid at pumping temperature

the suction head in metres, either ositive or negative,
depending on whether the pump is a ove or belowthe
source of supply.

the friction head in metres of the, ction piping

Pv the vapor pressure of the liquid at the'pumping
temperature in kPa, as given in the dry saturated
steam table, column 2 if liquid is water;

Examples:

1. A pump located 4.5 m :above the source of supply is pumping 30°C wa er
of R.D. of 1.0. The atmospheric pressure is 101;325 kPa and the friction
in the suction piping
positive suction

Solution:

is equal to 0.3 m of head. Calculate the
head..

101:325 kPa, 4.246 kPa, R.D. =

-4.5 m,. Hf 0.3m
0.10148 (101.325 4.246) -4.5 - 0.3

available net

1.0,Pa

He

N. P.S.H. 1.0
= 9.8516 -4.8

5.85 m (Ans.)
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2. The pump is pumping under the same conditions as in Example 1 except
that the water is at a temperature of 80°C and has a relative density of
0.975. Calculate the available N. P.S.H.

Solution: Pa = 101 kPa, Pv '=- 47.39 kPa, He = -4.5
R.D. = 0.975, Ht. 0.3 m

N. P.S. 0.10148 (101.325 - 4739) -4.5 0.3
0.975

= 5.6137 -4.8

= 0.8137 m. (Ans.)

3. AT6iler feed pump is supplied with 110°C water with R.D. of 0.945frorn
a deaerator operating at 170 kPas The surface of the water in the deaergtor
is 30 m above the pump. Sue ion line friction is equal to 1. m. Calculate
the availabl N.P.S.H.

Solution:
e.

170 ltPa, Pv = 143 kPa,

1 m, R.D. = 0.945

0.10148 (170 -143) + 30 -1N.P.S.H.= 0.945

= 2.9+ 29

m (Ans.)

He = 30m

S

N. P.S.H. may also be defined as the head in metres at the pump suction
nozzle that prevents.vaporiztition of the liquid being pumped.

am! /
Each pump has a required or limiting N.P.S.11. which is determined
experimentally by the ptiimp manufacturer. It is, therefore, necessary
that the suction system for the pump be able to supply a N.P.S.11.
which Is greater than the required or limiting N.P.S.11.

\13. Cavitation - If.the available
required N.Y.S.H. of t
the pump. This conditio
vapbr will form in the,liqu
causing pitting and erosion,

H. of the system is reduced below the
en the liquid will begin to flash in

as cavitation. Small bubbles of
hese bubbles subsequently collapse

of impeller and,casing.
I

4,1

I.6 3
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1j4 Liquid Power, kW - This is equal to the nurnber\of tilograms of liquid
delivered per minute times the distance through which liquid is
lifted, divided by 6115.94.

WhLiquid kW = 6116,94

kilograms of liquid per minute

h = head in metres

15. Mechanical Efficiency E

For centrifugal pumps

FOr steam driven pumps

Centrifugal Pump Performance -

Effects of Speed Change

Liquid kW
Brake kW

Liquid kW
I kW of steam cylinder

1.. The quantity of water pumped varies directly as the impeller diameter.

2. The head produced varies with the square of the impeller speed.

3. The power needed to drive the pump varies' as the cube of themimpeller speed.

For example if the impeller speed is doubled then the quantity pumped will
double. The head developed will be four timesPas great and eight times as much
power, will be required to drive the 'pump.

Effects of Change in Impeller Size

1. The quantity of water pumped varies directly as the impeller, diameter..

2. The head produced varies as the diameter of the impeller squared.

3. The power/needed to drive the pun% varies as the cube of the'impeller
diameter.

The above rules can be summarized by the following equations in which:

kW --- pump power req.uired
016

II = head developed by pump, m

PE! -2-9
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impeller diaTeters, mm

E = pump efficiency

n = pump speed in rev/min

Q quantity pumped in L/min

41

In the equations the subscript I, refers toThe original conditions and the
subscript 2 refers to the new conditions,

n2

Q2 91 x
"1

x(-2-n D
1 ) 1)21

2

n9

D2

)3
2

kW
1 n1 D1( )

E E
2l

Example:

A centrifugal pump dalivers 13 600 L/min of water against a head of 50 nt
when running at 1760 Te4/min. The pump efficiency is 81 percent and the power
required to drive the ptunp is 125 kW. The impeller diameter is 343 mm. What
will he the performance of the pump if the impeller diameter 'is reduced to 330 mm
and the pump, at. the same time is. speeded* up to 1800 rev/min?

14 Q2

n2 1)2
Q1 x x

n1
1

1800 33013 600 x
1760 3.13,

13 382 L/min (An.

2
Hi x

I

50 x

2
n2

n1 )
x

2
(D2 )"

D1

1800) 330
1760 343

/
18.41 in (Ans.)
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Temperature Rise Versus Flow

Fig,' 25
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To prevent th s rapid temperature rise .at low flows a recirculation line
from the pump discha -ge to the suction source is used and this arrangement
appears 4/x1 Fig. 26,

4
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The recirculation line in Fig, 26 has an orifice designed to pass the mini-
mum flow required to prement overheating in the pump, The valves in the recir-
culation line may be operated manually or automatically .bit they must be open
on starting and stopping the pump and when the pump is operating at low flows,

Pump/Warm-Up Procedure

( In the case' of boiler feedilumps or other pumps which handle liquid at high
temperatures, it is vital that theproper warm-up procedure be carried out befor
starting the pump. If this is notion° then temperature gradients will be present
within the pump which Will cause rotor distortion.

To avoid these temperature gradients, the standby boiler feedpump is
supplied with warm-up water which is bled off from an intermediate stage of thi

._inzaeryice boiler feedpump. This warm-up water enters at the bottom 91 the
standby pump casing and leaves through the suction nozzle,

I'he arrangement is sketched in Fig. 27.

Oat -OFF

DISCHARGE
--Jr SUCTION

L
,

pum,ANovi.
U

,WARM;U. .../

4

- DISCHARGE
SUCTION

RUNNING
PUMP

Pump Warm-Up Arrangement

Fig, 27
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POWER ENGINEERING "

1. Discuss in general terms

(a) reciprocating

(b) centrifugal

(c) rotary

9,PESTIONOHEET

First Class
Sect. 2, Lect.

uses of the following classes of pumps:

4.>

2. DOsoribe a type of pump which would be suitable as a boiler circulating
Amp and explain how sealing problems are overcome with this tyfe.

3. Describe with the aitir.di a simple sketch, some method whereby axial
balance is provided fox' in a single suction multi-stage'centrifugal pump.

4. Discuss pump installation in terms of location, space required, fittings
and piping required.

5. Describe the methbd of aligning and grouting-in of a centrifugal pump
which has been.delivered to the site with the driving motor separate
frOm the pump and base plate.

6. Discuss the following in regard to a centrifugal pump:

(a) priming'

(b) starting

(v) cavitation

7. A pump is required.to handle water at 50 °C with' a relative density
of 0.986. The atmospheric pressure at the suction is 90 kPa and the
friction, in thp suction piping is equivalent to a head of-2 metres.

The required N. P.S.N. for this pump is 2..75 metres. What would be
the maximum negative suction head (suction lift) that the pump can handle? '

166
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4/.STION SHEET - Continued
so

8. A centrifugal pump has a intuditum capacity of 9000 The
impeller dianieter is 560 mm. If the maximum capacity is to be
reduced by 5 percent, what will be the new impeller diameter as

the pump speed remains the same? .

A
9. Flows below a certain minimum may cause problems in a centricu

pump. Explain what these problems are and how they may be avo s e
at times of low demand.

10. A pump is to move 22 500 limin of water of relative density 0.996.
The pump is 1.5 m above the water supply and the pOint of discharge
is 18 in above the pump. The friction in the suction piping is equiv-
alent to 1 in of head and the friction in the discharge piping is equiv-
alent to 4.5 m of head. If the pump has an efficiency of 80 percent,

.what motor power in kW will be required to drive the pump?

0

r
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SECTION 3

TEAM GENERATION

'a
4

SCUtilEMN ALBERTA' INSTIATE OF TECHNOLOGY
CALGARY, 'ALBERTA

Correspondence Course5
Power Engineering

PUMPS

Third Class
Lecture 6

A pump can be defined as a device used to impart energy to a fluid in
artier to move it from one point to another, Because of the many purposeS and
variety of services for which'a puMp is required in power and industrial plants,

1,it can be regarded as one of the most impolkt plant auxiliaries, Examples of
pump applicatiqns in the pov,....)1:.nt 'Ire: boi er'feedwater pumps, condensate
pumps, fuel oil pumps,:chemical feed"pumps, cooling water cirevlating pumps,
fire pumps,, etc, .

TLIEORY OF DUMPING

13.3.

13.5

For the proper understanding of the pumpi cess, 'Sump selection,
the calculation of Pump cApacity and the power required to drive a pump, it is
necessary that an engineer.be fully familiar with the terminology used in pumping
tectu-iology. Below follows a short discussion of most ()tithe common terms in use.

Pump Head
I

Pump head refers*to the pressure a pump has to overcome ikworder to be
abl. to move ' liquid through the system. This pressure is sometimes expressed
in kPa but,.more commonly, /is the height ( expressed in metres ) of a column of '
the liquid pumped that would produce the sante pressure, The height of this
column is known as "head I

Pump head comprises seVeral componepts which will be described with
the did of .Figs, 1 and 2, ,

k
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1. Static Suction Lift - the vertical distance, in metres, from, the
liquid supply. level to the pump centre line when the pump is above
the supply level, Figs. 1 (A ) and ( 13 ).

2. Static Suction Head - the vertical distance, in metr from the
liquid supp1, level to the pump centre line when thel.)uMp is belovi,
the supply level, Fig. 1 (C ).

Static 'Discharge Head the Vertical distance, in metres, from the
centre line of the pump to the free surface of the liquid in the tank
pumped into , Fig. 1 ( A ), or to the point of filly discharge,
Figs.1( B) and ( C ).

Total Static Head - when pump is mounted above source of supply,
total stati9 head is the vertical distance, in metres, 'from surface
of source of supply to surface in discharge Wilk, Fig. 1 ( A ), ox

lb the point of free dischprge, Pig. 1 ( B). Thus total static head
A-static:suction ltft plus static discharge head.

When pump is mounted below source of sUpply, total static head is
the vertical distance, in metre43, from surface of source of supply
to surface in ischarge tank/ or to point of free discharge, Fig. 1( C ). Ilene , total static head is static discharge head minus
static suctio head. -

While static head 1.\--s-&61.N.Cy resent in it filled system, .:-whethe'rthe.-::-.44,
...q'u'id is in motion or ilot,' the followineheads must. be- consithired ...

'when the liquid is moving through. the piping..
: .....,

)

.
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4, Friction head - this is the pressure, expressed in metres of
head, required to overcome friction caused by liquid flow through
pip\ng, ,valves and fittings in the system.

6. Velocity Head - the pressure, in metres of liquid head, required
to give the liquid itts motion through the system at a given velocity.

7. Pressure Head - the pressure, in metres of liquid head, in a
closed vessel from which the pump takes its suction or against
which the pump discharges.

. Dynamic Suction Lift -; the sum of static suction lift and suction
friction and velocity head, Fig. 2,

bynamic Suction Head - sta,tic
head minus suction friction and .

velqpity head,

10, Dynamic Discharge Head - static
discharge head plus discharge

Frictionfriction and velocity head, Fig, 2. Hood "
q. Total Dynamic Head - the sum of

dynamic 'suction lift and dynamic
discharge hetidb Fig. 2, Where
there is suction head, total dyna-
mic head is the difference between
dynamic suction and.discharge head.

Tote! hood

Velocity head
Friction heed

Velocity
d

St.tic dip--
chino head1

Fig. 2

When source of supply and lischargeiank are both under atmospheric:.,
pressure, .pressure head will be nil, but if either ohepr both .arel.:41.0r.,
pressure,. the difference in pressure: head mutt' be added to theAbtal

J

dynamic head,
o$'

12. Vapor.Presstisre all liquids form .%apors'at their free,Asurface
creating a pressure, known as vapor:... j.e which increases
in value with rising. liquid.tompe.ratures....

In a closed system completely filled with.liquid no vapors will form
as long as the liquiti is sobjected to a pressure that is above tlig vapor
pressure corresponding With the temperature of the liquid.''''However,
Should the pressure exerted on the liquid be allowed to drop beloW.the
wipor, pressure., some of the liquid will .flash into'vVor,

important factor to consider in a pumping sy,sient whare'the,
pressure oh the suction side of the pump could drOp below the vppor
pressure ofth.e.,liquid due to insufficient suction head, high si4ctio;i4.:.,..

i

" 3

" 1.1"
'
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lift, excsssive friction head or.high liquid temperature, Should
this occur, the liquid will form.vapor which could partially or
completely stop liquid flow into 'the pump, The pump is then said
to be vapor-bound.

13° Cavitation - when the pressure at any point inside a centrifugal
pump drops below the vapor pressure of the liquid, vapor.bubbles
will be formed which create cavities in the liquid flow. These
bubbles are carried along with the flow until they reach a region
of higher pressure where they collapse, producing a shock 'wave,
This phenoMenon is called cavitation, When the bubbles are
carried onto the surface of the impeller and collapse there, the
impact of the liquid suddenly filling the void-and hitting the metal
wij.1 damage the surface by gouging out smallPiecesy When this
action is repeated in rapid succession, it` is accomphnied by noisy
operation and vibration. Prolongt operation under these conditions
may result in mechanical destprction of the pump.

14, Net Positive Suction Head - to prevent cavitation and vapor-binding
and to ensure maximum flow through a pump, it is necessary to pro-
vide sufficient head on the pump suction so that the suction pressure
will always be greater than the vapor pressure of the liquid handled.

This pressure available or required at the pump suction is expressed
in metres of liquid head and is called the/net positive suction head ",

15. - referring to reciprocating and rotary puinps, the term " slip "
means the difference between the actual volume orliqtild-dfScharga
by the pump and its theoretical capacity.. Slip is caused by leakige
past valves and pistons in reciprocating pumps and the stationary and
rotary members of rotary puMps. It is usually expresed as a per-
centage of the theoretical capacity,

Volumetric Efficiency - again referring to reciprocating and rotary
pumps', the volumetric efficiency is the ratio of the actual volume
discharged to the theoretical capacity, of the pump. It is also
expressed as a percentage of the theoretical capacity.

t
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131.741? CLASSIFICATION

According to their method of o eration, pumps can be died nto three
/ main 'classes: reciprocating, rotary and c tritu al.

to

Each class can be, further subdivided .intoo numberof difftirent types.

A description of the basic operating principle of the pumps each class
will,follow, as well as a more detailed description of some of the more eOmFon
types of pumps in each class. used in power and industrial plants.

Reciprocating Pumps

In this type of pump the pumping action is produced by the to and fro
( reciprocating ) movement of a plunger, piston or diaphragm within a cylinder;
The liquid being pumped is drawn into the cylinder through one or more suction

i('valves and is then forced out through one or more discharge%alve,s by direct con-.
'1 tact with the plunger, piston or diaphragm.

Reciprocating pumps can be divided into two classes according to the
pumpdrive:

1. The direct acting,gteam driven pump in which the movement of the
piston in the water cylinder istProduced bra steam piston in a steam
cylinder. The pump is called direct acting because the piston rods
of steam and water piston are directly connected together.

2. The power driven pump which has a crankshaft driven by a separate
power source, usually an electric motor.

Reciprocating pumps can also be classified as single-acting or double-
acting depending on whether pumping action takes place only on one side of
plunget4,piston or diaphral or on both sides.

1. Plunger Pumps/

The basic deg,,ign of the plunger type reciprocating pump.is shown in
Fig. 3. The action of the pump is as follows:

)
When the plunger tarts moving from, right to left, the pressure in the

cylinder drops below that in the suction line and the liquid is drawn into the
cylinder via the suction ball check. The high pressure in the discharge line keep
the discharge ball check firmly on Rs seat. At the end of its travel the plunger

174
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, 6

reveysesIdireekoii andStartWlitaings from left to right, This causes the pressurein'ttle cyliader,t0 rise;,abo,;e.f4iii in the discharge line and the liquid is forced outvia the tliscilarge,.ball'..cheeki.:while the suction ball check is forcedto close,
PACKI,NG P1A)NOER,

DISCHA BALL CHECK

r.txt(47,77

A-

SUCTION BALL ('HECK

Plunger Pump ( Single Acting )

Fig. 3

The movement of the plunger in one direction is called the stroke of the...plunger, The distance the plunger moves in and out of the cylinder is the lengthof the stroke,

As can be seen in'the sketch, only one side of the plunger takes part in
the pumping action and liquid is only discharged during one out of every twostrokes, Hence,. the pump is called single-acting,

Fig. 4 shows a cross-sectional view of a power driven plunger pump, 'This pump is widely used as a chemical feed pump, It ha an adjustable strokefor volume control and a double set of suction and diseha ge ball checks instep'
arrangement for high pressure applications,

r

( I )1.: - -4;

Power Driven Plunger Pump ( Cross Section )
Fig, 4

t.
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Fig. 5 shows a large capaciiy triplex plunger pump.As the name imp
'At has three cylinders. The pump is single-acting and its plungers are driven I
a crankshaOwith three cranks placid 1120.degreeS apart.

Du:014%4;e
Ccinnvelion

es

.04

Av

Piston Pumps

Itu ti

ti ti t:

7,-

Power Driven Triplex Pump
( FrankWheatly Industries )

Fig, 5

111 is I

It II

The basic operating principle.of ti double-acting piston pump is shown in
Fig. 6, the pump has twokischarge valves, D, A. and Den., andi.Wo suction
valves, S. A, and S. B.

When the piston moves from left to right, ( a) the liquid is drawn into
the left side of the cylinder via suction valve S.A. At the same time the piston
forces liquid out of the right side via discharge valve D. B,'

0
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DISCHARGE OUllil

a

SUCTION iNLEI

PISTON ROD

(a)

DISCHARGE Ount

S A

iUCfIQN INIA

Double-Acting Piston Pump:
Fig, 6

(h)

I.

When the piston reverses direction and moves from right to left, ( b )liquid is drawn into the right side of the cyliq.der via suction valve S, B, and dis-charged from the left side via disqbarge valve D. At'

With the above atrangement, both sides of the piston take part in thepumping action and liquid is discoharged when the piston moves in either direction,:.hence the name "double,-acting

( a ) Direct-Acting Steam Driven Pumps

( i ) Sirnplex Pump

Fig. 7 shows a vertical direct-acting steam driven pump,'commonly 'known as a simpl pump. The pump has a single, .doubleacting water piston driven by a.single, double-acting steam piston; thepistons are connected by a common piston rod. The suction and dis- 1charge valves of the pumping cylinder are mounted in a, common valvehousing connected. by channels to both ends of the cylinder. In the sketch,only the suction and discharge valves for the upper end of the cylinder areshOwn; pie operation of the pumping ender is similar to the basicoperating principle described above. ..
N
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, Exhaust st ;valve
...

Steam st valve
. *

1.Ij4r

Steam cylinder

Piston rod

Valve gear lever

Water cylinder

Valve chest main and
auxiliary valves.

Auxiliary valve rod

Discharge valve

,Suction valve

Vertical Direct-Acting Steam Di'yen Pump

Fig. 7

4

A

Tlke steam piston is driven up and down by high pressure steal controlled,
by the Alain steam valve which moves horizOntallY Across the cylinder steam

. aj.lmisi4on and exliauSt ports in the valve chest. When the valve is in its extreme
right position it admits high pressure steani underpthe piston and 'simultaneously



connects the upper part of the cylinder to exhaust, causing the steam piston to
rise. At the end of the upward stroke, the valve moves over to the extreme lefty
now admitting steam above thepigtAnd allowing the steam in the lower part of
the cylinder to exhaust. This fOrces the piston to move downwards again.

The movement of the main valve is controlled by the auxiliary valve
which is moved up ordown at the ,end of each stroke by the piston rod by means
of the valve.gear lever and the auxiliary valve rod. When placed in its upper and
lower position, the auxiliary valve admits live steam to the space behind one end
of the main valve'and it connects the.space'on the other end of the valve to exhaust,
causing the main valve to move horizontally from one extreme position to the
opposite, placing it in the proper position foSteam admission to and exhaust
from either end of the cylinder,

Am
I II let

( ) Duplex Pump

Sti.t t itch!

11

L111....-.."4.--."

ilorizontall)uplex Pump ( Worthington )

ig

Pitichurge
;t nutlet

(a,

1011..1 Suction
Inlet

The duplex pump, illustrated in Fig. 8, is a horizontal,direct-acting
-steain driven pump. It has a double set of steam and pumping. cylinders mounted
side by side. The steam cylinders have a common'steam chest, the'pumping
cylinders a common valve chest, A cross-section of one side of this pump is
shown in Pig. 9.

$
,

The operation of the liquid pumping end of this pump is sithilar 'to that
of the simplex piton pump described above,

( P I, 3 -3 -1 ) .
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Duplex Pump Cross-Section

Fig.. 9

Suction'

The steam required to drive the steam pistons is supplied to the com-
mon steam chest which contains two slide.valves, orte for each tylinder; Each
slide valve distributes livciteam alternately to either side.of the piston. The
slide valve on one side of the pumping unit is moved to and fro by means 64 a
lever-mechanism actuated by the piston rod on the other s'ide. A view of this
slide valve actuating mechani.,9m is shown in Fig, 10, It consists of a class I
lever system ( pivot in center ) which causes the slide valve on one side to move
in opposite direction of the piSton'on the other side, and a class II lever ( pivot.
at end ) which moves the second slide valve in the same direction as the opposite
piston.

li

Slide Valve Actuating Mechanism
forDuplex Pump .( Worthington )

( PE:1-3-(i-1j )
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Each steam cylinder has four ports, Fig, 9, The outer ports are steam
admission ports, the inner ports exhaust port A triangular fifth port, the ex-
haust steam outlet, can be connected to either one of the inner ports by means of
the hollow centre of the slide valve,

The operation of the duplex pump is as fbffow , Referring to Fig, 9, the,
slide valve of one of the steam cylinders is shown in m d-position cove ing all
ports, The steam piston however, should be at the extreme left end of the cy-
linder, When tile slide valve ismoved to the right by the movement of the °to-
site piston rod, it uncovers the left steam admission port and the right exhaust
port, This allows live steam to enter the left side of the cylinder and spent steam ,
to exhaust frotn the right side. The resulting p essure difference forces the pis-
ton to start its stroke to the right

,
:/

Neat the end of th roke the piston Zvi I slide over the right exhaust Ott
trapping the remaining stew n the right side o the cylinder and continuous.
movement of the piston will then compress the st m, At nearly the same time,
the movement of the opposite piston rod will move he slidp valve back to mid-
position, cutting off steam supply to left end ofSylirt er. This, combined with
the compression of the steam on the right side causin a cushioning action, will
bring the piston to a smooth stop at the end of its stroke, After a short stop the
slide valve is moved to the left, ope*.g steam admission on the right side of the .

cylinder and exhaust on the left side; "?ausing the piston to start itsltroke to the'
left, The same action takes place in the second steam cylinder, the movement of
its slide valve, being controlled by the piston rod of the first cylinder,

41,

If the slide valves were rigidly connected to the valve rods, they would
,not stay open for steam admission and exhaust long enough for the pistons toom-

plete their stroke, and the pump would shorti.stroke, resulting in'reduced capacity,
To overcome this difficulty, the valve gear Is given lost motion; 'Lost motion is

the clearance between the valve rod nut or nuts and the lugs on theibaCk of the valve
against which the nut (sy press in order to move the valve. One lost motion.
arrangement using a single nut is shown in Fig. 11, Lost motion allows t e lialve-'--,---
to remain stationary until the piston has nearly completed its stroke, It a o
allows one piston to pause at the end of its stroke until its 4eam valve is actuated
by the movement of the second piston since the pistons ,do not complete their
strokeg at the same time,

( 'E3-3-6 )
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If the duplex pump is to work properly, the slide valves and linkage must
be adjusted to be set in correct relation to the stem pistons. The proper pro-
cedure is.ds follows: I

4. Shut down and isolate the pump at 1th the steam.and water en0.
Open the steam cylinder drain cock and drain the water cylinder.

Place both steam pistons in the centre of their cylinders. To do
this .accurately, the piston is pushed over until it strikes the cylinder
head and a mark is, made on the piston rpd at the face of the stuffing
box gland, Then the piston is pushed back until it strikes the head
at the other end of the cylinder and Another mark is made on the
piston rod at the gland face. The distance between the'two marks
is divided equally and a centre mark, is made, The piston is then
moved %ntil the centre mark on the piston rod lines up with the gland
face and the piston will now be centered, The other piston AS then
centered in,a similar manner,

3, Set.the slide valves in the' centre of their travel. This is done by
...removing the steam chest cover and moving each valve so that the
valve ends just cover the steam ports, With the valve in this
position, the valve rod nut must be exactly half way between the
valve horns, Tliis can be checked`by sliding the valve in ohe
direction until it strikes the. nut and.then measuring the amount of
port opening, Then slide the valve in the other direction until it
strikes the nut and measure the amount of port opening at the other
end, Fig. 12 illustrates this procedure. When the port opening
are equal, the valtv is correctly set, If the port openings are Im-

o* equal; then the valve rod should be unlinked and screwed into or
out of the valire,,rod nut as required.

4
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. ,4, 13efore replacing valve chest cover move each vOve to give aport opening to sliyae atopposite egds so that the,pump will beable to start, Set 1.;kg, 13. . . Nr
,

\..

Meastiring Steam Port Openings

yig, 12

b Power Driven. Piston Pump

L

Openirig Seem .Port' befOre Starting

Fig. 13

A power driven, 'double-acting reciprocating piston pump is shown inFig. 14. The pumping end is similar.4,o, that of a 4eam'-;driven pump but the'piston is moved back and-forth by a crankshaft. Power is supplied to the low- 4speed crankshaft by an electric motor via a V-belt drive and a reducing gear,

Air Chambe

Discharge

PE3-34-14

6

Electric Motor

notion

Power Driven Piston Punk

Fig, 14

e
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Belt Drive

Crankcase
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When a' piston of a reciprocating p,unip stops and reverses at the end of -
each stroke, there is a momentary interruption of the liquid floiw which causes a
pressure drop in, the discharge line, Tai dampen pressure fluctuations, the pump
is o ten equipped with' an air chamber (yig. 14 ). This chamber contains' air

.pr rized by the liquid in the discharge line. When the liquil is discharged
from the pump, the pressure in the line tends to increase and some liquid is
forced into the chamber, Increasing the pressurea of the trapped air. When the,
pump stops at the end of the stroke, the discharge stops momentarily and the dis-
charge presslare drops off. The compressed air then forces theliquid out of the
chamber and so maintains the flow,,and dampens tW pressure fluctuation;

Air chambers are commonly used on single- piston pumps, they are not
required on multi-pistpn.pumps becausethese pumps are designed in such a way
that the pistons do not reach the end of their stroke at the same time so that the
flow is.nftver completely .stopp d and pressure fluctuations are much smaller.

;1

3. Diaphragm Pump

...24110taphrag'm pump differs from the piston or plunger the reciprocating
puml) 14 thiat the fluid being pumped is completely isolated by the diaphragm from.
the reciprocating medhanism thereby eliminating leakage along piston; rod and
plunger,

4'he diaphragm is a flex-
ible membrane which acts as the
liquid displacing gomponent, The
diaphragm can be.Made of flexible
metal. or non-metallic ,materials A

such as plastic,?rubf)er or neo-
prene, depending on the. fluid
being puumped.

A cross-sectional view,
of a mechanically actuated dia-
phragm pump is shownin(Fig,
The diaphragm I) is attachod to the
piston-guide P by the disc 13. An
eccentric is used to produce reci-P
procating motion of the guide P,
causing the d4tphrag'm to move

;.'ito and fro, resulting in pumping
actions

I

. Mechanically:Actuated JAiaphragm ,

i),ump
f1;

)
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L::'+. vThe amoxnt otliquid punakd per stroke by a recfprecating pump;161:.dete, ,:;mined by'the area of the piston,-'plunger orIliaphragni and the leneilhof.:.til.e'strokeor in.other words, py the volunte'didkacid,peasijoke.., This amount fetriains cvii.4stant regardlesS of'discharge press re, .ForThis'Veason, .the.eeoip'rocati:ng 'AmpIS classified as a pOsitive displacement ptitnp, The pumkeapatity it_eptIndS .ori, thenumber of pumping stiot(es per: minute,7.

,-1 ,

Reciprocating, Pump Components

1; Pump- 'Valves

Valve used,for the liquid end of reciprocating pumps are 4ett4is an.d.closed by the pressure difference.of,tliscitquid above. and below the.,4iSc'car)iSedbbypumping action,

, /.There are many different, designs.of,v9lve.p. Generally;..thetypp ofvalve to be used in a pump is,determined by the operating mediumor high and the properties of the liquid handled, such as viseosity, tem'pe'rature;cler or containing suspended solids, The Naives can be stem - guided, generallyused f4r low-pressure service, or wing-guided-, used' for moderate or high pier,sures. The lace of the valve cad beflat o.t l;eve Some of the valve design
,

are shown to Figfo. 15 to

Stem-Guided Disc Valve

Fig, 16

V

Fig. Di
stem are u(sually
suitable for htkt

a

(14:3-3-6-1(i

,Flat Disc Valve wilt Inclinedkibs

.4.ghows stcm-guided,disc valve with flat, face.made of brPrize, but other alloys :patty
artcl cold -water service at,- moderate presaures,::.

The disc scat ,inlet
The v,a1vR. is ' s -

a. jp, .

.
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; . 'ig, 17:43tiowp, a flat disc vallie with synt:4tiOnsert.:The teat hasin-
IClinqd ribs which di.reCt.t'he liquid.o that it :r9tdes the disc, slightly. at iltsch'stirokei:0,,

,

it

equalizingi,Wear on the, dIsd.....
rv.

L.

**"

A wing-guided valve'ziiit bevele0 face. t
for high...pressure cle44-liqui 4arishovvn,

Cn Fig, 18,

.1'

t

,;

,

Ball valyei- toed where ,
opening of suption,ahq charg0/3':equiredi, (, .

Pig, 15, - ::1 '' : -1: . k I

.
s: 4, i :,.:::: t. - .... '. 6

2, :Piston am,___11o,RdP eidn 4 ..,.,, % ,, ,,
:A. -

...1$prevent leakage between -the 1,1`.bn
and ayander wall, Abe steam ptstbn is:Usually. ...... - 4

, ,:i:t3l.luipppd with Iron rtngti kitteq,.Ln gre?ves . Wing--00ided,Val'itii,... ...
... m*hitied.:iirt,he peri41-tetew of.tkie, pistop,: The. ,

Fig, 18 .
:,;,.:Wij4qr pit6n 'is usually Sealed.,in the ,eylindee i:

bY square hard fibrOus angs, or .bsrringS rilade,OLA.4okee'iiiiiibie material such
., as duck 'packing, (:.'asbestos. core -with canva*oUter layor ),.:Fcg, 9, Ttv940,10, . ."'',.

rrie4s, of sealing are.show)i:,in Fig,...19; "A shows a.pi.stOnIiiteti'Vitivijiciul44.:eup .,...

liveking.:.:2rhe!ciip is made gf rubber reinforteci-vilth fabric. t'sshows a ,piston ..i.

.0quipp6d with" rings made of stilid:rubber and reinfoxced plo4torner,, .' , ...9 /
ft. , . i I * ° . , : ...

:
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-
air
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Ptteking for PUrnp .
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3. belief Valves

'When a power driven reciprocating pump is started accidentally with the
disharrge valve closed, or a valve in the discharge line is 'cloied inadvertimtly
during operation, the pump pressure will build up excessively %.nd ruptuie ofpump
parts .or piping could occur'. To safeguard the pump against possible damagse due
to over pretipure., it must be equipped with a relief valve'mounted on the discharge
of thepump ahead of the first stop valve.

r
A relief valve' is- not necessary on the discharge of direct-acting steam

driven pumps because,' with the dischirge valve closed, the preSsure in the water1

.., cylinder can onlyybuild up alimited amount, Once the force on the water piston
e9uals the force acting on the steam piston, the pump simply stop's. *. ,

.-,fiet#ry Pumps'

.The narrie " rotary 'pump 't is given to those pumps which consist of A,Iclosed.
fOr

. 6. '''' 'casing in which gears, lobes, vanes or screws rotate with a minimu of clear-
4nce. These rotating parts trap the liquid and push it,around the c ing frorh
suction to discharge. Unlike in the reciprocating pump, the flow o the liquid ,-?-

...,.,. throurti the rotary pump. is oPintinuous and the discharge is smoott ithout pres-
-,, '''....'.'. : sure fluctuations. *,.:

., ' s:Y -111,othry pumps are- used for fuel, 711thricating and hydraulic oil S3stems
ti but also for many other liquids of various viscosities such as liquefied gasps. ,:',, ( propane, butane, 'ammonia, Freon, etc. ).i,

1.1

.3

N liot:Try pumPs,are available, in mny,ditferent designs, Five common
. types at^e shown in Fig, 20 and a -description of these pumps is given below,

The external gear pump (a) has two gears which rotate in opposite
ilide the casing. Liquid drawn in throug/fthe inlet is trapped between

the teeth of to gears and the casing wall and is carried to the discharge i3ide. The
meshing teeth.in the centre act as a valve, preventing liquid from flowing'back to

inlet
.

. The-internal .gear pumP. ( h) has an externally- cutgear which meshes
..

.i . -,,,with an inteinalry-cut. gear on one side and is sepirrated from this gear on the4;..; -, ...:,.. .., .

...-..-. ttyier side by a .croscent-shaped partition which prevents liquid from paSsingback
.;:, ,. from .eliffeharge9. suction. side, Liquid frorp' the suction fills the spaces between

. . ,,,
: -, 4

.-

the tAketti...tif'1.4h geqrs when they unmesh and it is forcedout of theses
, -. .

-,.:. . into the dibreharge 'when,the gears mesh again.

1,8 7

ry
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(d ).
Three-Lobe Two Screw

Rotary, Pumps.

. .

F 20

The sliding-than l pump*(c ) hag a..: rot.or cOntainlpg vanes within- slots.
The rotpr as -mounted officentre in the casing wtth,mirimal clearance on one side.
The vanes are rorced ouCaga,ipSt t he casingokallb.y. the. centrifugal force and the

'liouid't rapkd betWeeli the 'vaones is carri.tld.aound from suction `to the discharge.,. ,
.. . . . .. ...

.
.. ...,.

The three-lobe pi.kipl ti ) has two rotors each with three lobes. The
rotors aredriveh by external Rears'Whichsync_!hropize the lobes. The liquid,..trapPedin the pockets formed-by the loi.)es and the 'casing is car ied to the dis-

,

.: .A. 4Charge. `..." .

,.,.11).,.. ..... 4i ... l
i,

\ '
The-tW07$crew pimp (fie) has two niters each with two opposing Spirals-,

or screw tO,eads, :The- liotiidsisCarried;bet.ween the screw threads of the. rotors
and is forc, edaxially towardS 'the discharke as, ttre screws rotate and mesb,

4.

ve,
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Rotary pumps are positive displacement pumps and,,theefore, should be
protected against excessive pressures by a relief valve on the discharge sicic,of
tiT pump.

Centritupi Pumps

A centrifugal pump maybe defined as a pump v.'hi-e.h,uses centrifugal
force to impar*Iergy to a fluid by giving the fluid high velocity and then

r.
convert-

ing this velociiy itItoNpressure, t

Because there are many different designs of centrifugal pumps, they an
be divided into a number of types according to specific characcerisiics,. -'40Iftc. in.

. -
division according to the method of imparting energy, to the,fluictliv4 us the '''.e
following types: volute, 'diffuser, mixed flow, axial flow 44(.1:rmeneratt,1:; 4 LI..

. 's 405, . .., -14
/They can also be divided according to the: ,,,.

.

number of stages - s.ingle or multi-stage
suction inlet - single or double suction
position of shaft - horizontal or vertical
type of easing horizontal or vertical split
mounting - in-line or base-mounted

.4

r.

Centriftlgal pumps can also ciissified 'according to the application such
as: boiler feed pump, gen_eral purpose pump, vacuum pump, eireidlatingpump,,
etc. Each application requiresS. different design of pump.

1. Volute Pump

\JBasically the 'volute cerft fugal pump congists of an impeller matte up of
a numbcrof vanes,- which roiates in a volute Statiohary.casing, Fig. 21, _ The
term "volUte ". rOrsi,to the gradually increasing cross.-9e6tional area of the

A)' viral casink, .
tine Iles
[ye

r1 npe1Iel

Vhiute'
' ,

I

I ,

w3:-(i 'ill

(.1°`

Volute Centrifugal. Plump

hig.41"

( I

I tr

? .

/i

:

4,1
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The being pumped is drawn into the centre or eye of the impeller,.
It is picked up by the vanes and accelerated to a high velocity and discharged into
the casing by centrifugal force, As the liquid travels through the volute casing to
the discharge its %.44/114y energy is converted into pressure energy. Since the
liquid between he vanes is forced outward, a low pressure area is created in the
eye and more li uid isdrawn#in through the 'suction inlet, As a result, the'flow
of liquid through he pump is cqnstant, A cross-sectional view of the voiir!te
pump is shown in Fig, 22.

et

ti suction
,

c

Impeller

A Discharge Flange Packing Bearings

*)-
Single-stage, Single-inlet Volute Pump

( Goulds Pump Inc,

Fig, 22 .

2. Diffuser Pump

14

In the diffuser centrifugal pump, the high velocity liquid leaving the
impeller 'passes between a number of vanes-in a stationary diffuser ring. These
vanes are shaped in such a way that the channels between them gradually increase
in area, Fig. 23, As the iquid passses through these channels, its velocity energy
is converted into pressu energy, ``The liquid is then discharged either into a r
concentric casing ( A ) o into a .volute casing ( B ) where further velocity-pressure
conversion takes place.

Since the flow of liquid involute and diffuS7er pumps is away from the
centre, these pumps are often classified as radial flow centrifugal pumps.

( PE3-3-6721)
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3, Axial FloW Pump

alb

- 22 -

Diffuser Pumps

Fig. 23 .<

.Ni.111011,If t \ VI .V.111%! \

)

The axial flow pump, Fig, 24, often called propeller pump, uses an
impeller with vanes similar to a ship's propeller, The pump develops its head'
by the propelling or lift-iTiriretion of the vanes on the liquid and the flow of the
liquid is through the casing, thus parallel to the shaft, It isusually of vertical
design butThorizontal units are available.

4

As compared to a ra.dial flow
pump, the.axial pump has a low suction
lift and develops a relatively low discharge .

head but a Iiirge flow capacity,

O.

Vertical Axial Flow Pump

Figi 24

4)

1 PF3-3.-6-22 ).
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4; Mixed Flow Pump

23

The mixqd flow pump, Fig, 25
combines some of the characteristics of
the radial flow qnd axialfloWslumps. It
develops its discharge head by using both
centrifugal force and lift of the vanes on
the liquid, The pump is built for vertical
and horizontal applications, and it is
comriionly used for low head,, high capa-
city operation,

Mixed Flow Pump

Fig, 25

5, Turbine ( Regenerative ) Pump

4

I

Guide
wares-

impeller--

11.111.11

11.

The turbine or regenerative pump has an impeller which has .a double row
of vanes cut in the rim, It isliounte4 concentrically in the pump casing, Fig, 26,

I u Pump lmprliet

Tu rbine Puny. Casing and ,Impeller.

Fig, _20

192
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2.1

The liquid being pumped enters the periphery of. the impeller andlravels
almoSt 3600 around the easing to the discharge. The impeller vanes travel in a
channel mehinvd in the casing and as the "impeller rotates, the Hold 'isgiven
forward motion. As the liquid speeds up, it is thrown into the channel by centri-
fugal force but, due to the shape of the channel, the liquid is returndd again between

the vanes, Fig, 27, This process is re-.
peated several times and, as a result,
the liquid follows a spiral like path
around the periphery of the casing.- Each
time the kiquid enters the vanes, it re,-
'ceives an impulse, this series of impulses
causes the pressure toincrease gradually
from suction to discharge.

.1'

Ititpeltel
Vanea

Path of
liquid
between
impeller
vanes

Fig, .27

The turbine pump can develop several times the dischartV pressure of a
centrifugal pump havingIthe same impeller dhimeter and speed, A relief valve
should be installed on the discharge as excessive pressure\ can be developed if the
pump is operated against a closed discharge,

Turbine pumps are best suited
for low capacity, high pressure ser-,
vice, They are often used as boiler
fee (water pumps for small boilers,
condensate return pumps, hot widers
circulating pumps, etc,

An outside view or a turbine
pump rs shown in Fig, 28.

p

19,3

111!., ILI I it t

Turbine l'unip
( Adrora Pump Division )

Fig, 28

1.4
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ti. Multi-Stage Pumps ti

A

The pressure deVeloped by a centrifugal pOnip with a single impeller is
usually limited to about 1000 kPa, Boiler feedwater pumps, however, arc
usually required to develop much higher discharge pressures. '1'o obtain these
higher pressurcs, centrifugal pumps are equipped with two or more impeller~
operating in series, that is, the discharge Of one impeller is connected to the
suction of the next impeller, These pumps are known as multi-stage pumps,

O

Two-stage VolutePump
with Opposed Impellers

( Goulds Puitip

Fig. 29

Fig. 29 shows a cross ;sectional view of a two -stage volute pump. The
's'u'et ion of tht.first stage is on the left. Liquid diseharged from this stage is dis-
charged through a volute into the suction of thk high pressure impeller on the
right, This impeller delivers the liquid through a second volute to the discharge .

.out

A-cross-sectional View of alive-stage volute pump for heavy duty service
is shown in 30.

1

Five-stage Volute
Pump will Opposed

Impellers

Fig, 3(1

M'.

fl 24
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CONS'IsItUCTIUN DETAILS OF CENTR1Flk;AL PUMA

Impeller Types

Impellers vary considerably in design. They can be classified accord-
ing to specific speed, the way the liquid is drawn into the eye, vane design and
pump application. Some common .designs are illustrated in Fig. 31.

'I'he

Impellw-Designs

Fig. 31

E F

r

m impeller, has vanes attached to a central hub with a
tively sm 1 shroud.on one side, It is of end suction or single inlet design.; this
the wate 'niers the eye from one side only. shows a semi-closed, ',single in-
let impelle A full shroud closes off one side, An endlosed, single inlet intpel
ler is shown in C. The liquid pasSages between the vanes are closed off by Mae
shrouds on both sides. Impeller 1) is also enclosed but it has a double inleti,,thus
water enters the eye from both,sides. Design I,: is used in paper-stoek puiups
handling liquids containing solids. Impeller F is used in mixed-lio pu(mps,w,hile
G is a. propeller type impeller.

Pump Casings

Centrifugal pun p casings may be split horizontally.,. vertically or dia-
gonally, A horizontally split casing, also called axially -split casing,`,.is shown in
Fig. 32; The suction an i discharge nozzles,are usually in the lower half of the
easing. The upper half an be easily lifted for Inspection,:

A pump with ve ically split casing, also called radially split, is shown
in Fig, 22, It is used fo 7 pumps with end suction,

For multi-stage pumps of the volute or diffuser type with disdiiarge presff-
sures above 10 00() kPa b trrel caqings are used to avoid the difficulty in' main-

.

( PE3-3-(; -26)
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taining a tight joint between the'halyes of 11 horizontally split casing and the sections
of radially split casings,

Volute Pump with Double-inlet
Impeller

Fig. 32

The barrel casing consists of an inner casing fitted in an outer casing.
The space between the two casings is subjected to discharge pressure which tends
to hold the sections of the inner casing together, Thtt inner casing may he. made
up of two halves, horizontally joined,. or a number of sections with ci rcumfe ren-
tial joints. The outer casjng,the'barrbl, has. no horizontal joints, It is closed

..by heads on either end. ,

A cross-sectional
view of a barrel type boiler
feed pump is shown in Fig..
33, The Miler casing is
made up of circumferen-
tially joined ring sections.
It is fitted into the outer
casing through one. end which
is then closed by a head.

196

High Pressure 9-Stage Barrel
,Type Feed Pimp - Fig, 33
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Wearitt Rings

S

The rotating impeller of the centrifugal pump must be sealed the
stationary casing with a minimum 'of clearance in order to keep leakage from
discharge to suction as small as possible. This seal is mvided by the flat joint
formed by the rim around the impeller eye and a matching flat circular surface,in
the casing, Fig.. 34 ( a ). However, during operation, the continuous leakage of
the liquid through the joint will slowly wear ;Away the surfaces of this joint and

.,.dump efficiency will drop off. When the clearance becomes too large, restoration
of original clearance Al be necessary, either ly building tip the worn surfaces..
or by replacing casing and impeller, This, ho,;Mver;..will be quite costly for all .

but the smallest of pumps,

The most of restoration can be considerably reduced,by installation of
wearing ring's on impeller, in casing-or both. The rings are renewable and can
be replaced at a relatively low cost.

(a) (h) (e) (d)

crsIng

-.4Vearing
rings

//;ipeller

Wearing lIngs

Fig. 34

When a wearing ring is mounted only on the impellei-, Fig. 34 ( b ), it is
made of a softer material than that of the casing so that practically allswear is on
the ring. Similarly, when a' ring is mounted in the casing only ( c ), its material
will be softer than that of the impeller. Most larger pumps arc equipped with
wearing rings on the impeller as well as in the casing ( d ). A cres§-sectional
view of a centrifugal pump with double inlet impeller having wearing rings on
impeller and in casing, is shown in Fig. 35.

Wearing rings a re often made of bronze or cast iron since these materials
tend to wear in a smooth manner.

They are installed on the rim of the impeller by either threading or
shrinking -and set -screws are used to prevent theili from working loose, Casing
wearing rings consist of either a continuous ring used-in vertically split casings,

( 1;3 -24 )
sr"
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or of two hall rings for horizontally split
ridge or into a grobve of the casing whici
the Ting work loose, .0

1

Pump Shaft Sealing

r-

In order to minimize leakage a round the pump shaft where it passes through

the casing, t he following means arc used:

1. StulThig boxes

2, Mechanical seals.%

1. Stuffing Boxes

A stuffing box consists of a cylindrical toecess arotnid the shaft that holds

a number of rings of pavking, which provide a seal between the casing and shaft,

The packing is held in place by a. gland that can be adjusted to compress the rings

in order to obtain the desired fit by tightening the adjusting nuts, The bottom or

inside end of the stuffing box may be formed by eitherthe.pump casing itself or by

a bottom bushing, The basic construction of,ra stuffing box holding fiverings of
packing is shown in Fig,. 36,

198

rIP
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":Thecrotatinginipeller',of the.;centh
Iona ry, easing with a m Minium Of 'e lea

,
1..forrned:by the. rim '.aroundaround the impellet.fey

caging, c a llowever,'diir
liquid:through the joint'Nvill'sipwly we

pt}: efficiency will'drop;off. When
of:original: clearance will.be necessary;'
or:by .replacing casing, and Impeller,' Th
but the sniallest of pups,,:

The :cost ol.-riestoration can be (
rings on impeller, in casing. or

. . 4.0 ; l'.t.

36.

'Packing ,rings are made of pliable; yet:durable'materials'siieh as.wovenf
asbestos, nylon ,flax or teflonats such...as 'lead, copper or-aluMinum are
also,used,' in which case they are wound as a foil around .anlaSbestos.or plastid

,

core. The packing is'usually:impregnated with a' lUbricant Which makes.the pack-:.;%
ing self-lubricating 'during the., startup period. Packing is supplied in continuous
coils of scivare,crosssection, -orin preformed.dieMplded.rings.

Packing in stuffing boxes should'never be compressed.so..tightly: that
leakage is ..Completelystopped,"-The resulting fiiction would cause exCessiveheat
build-up,. the packing would ,burn'upand the shaft ,could be severely damaged-by.
scoring,. Instead,.. a slight leakage of liquid, should be allowed to ,provide

,tion between.packing.and shaft.,
.

When a pump. operates-with a negatiVe.suction.pressure a fully-packed
stuffing box as in Fig. 36 will ,not provide proper sealing since air would be
drawn intd the casing.:alongthe shaft stopping the required leakage ofliquid.,-
providepz'oper sealing, the stuffing boX is thenlitted with a lantern ring and .a
sealing water conneetion'.as shown in Fig. 37.

The lantern ring ( also balled' seal cage) is a. metal ring With channels
machined in its inside and outside perimeter, connected by radially drilled hOles.
It serves to distribute scaling liquid under pressure to the packing thuS preventing

.'air infiltration and providing lubrication. This dealing liquid is usually provided
by the high pressure section of the pump casing, either throughan. external con -
nection,- Fir 33, or through an internally drilled passage.in the casing,

3 (; 3 ()
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010"-7.77.i,-.57,5'..41,
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by'a;Separailrsou'ree,'0?-.by. the..
.clischargb..side of the`:pu.mp viliifilter. .. .

.:.

dr..separator.'ik;i1).-then keep-4C16:-.14';e:i11.r "*.:..,.
.

e ,...:;,.
tii)stanc,e s quit'9f the stuffing box.'..,.- ,,.,-;:-,. , .., .

Fig, 38

( a.;) Shaft Sleeves
. ,

';.*!;-.,:. -:".- - ,

, Shafts are Subjectedto,'errii,S:i6.n,'-erc..ision ztrutIVair'..,'atTtl.r...stuffing boxes
:.`"miliict),..wilaffect, their, stren.gi-h rind.make elfettiye sealing witli.,"PaCking rings

dit.fieult;.7:',..:' ',
!

r ,, ';I,' .: ,, ., -., ..,
,' (

,f.
. ','':.Shafts of smaller -.-piidp:of corro,Nion and wear-re.sistaht

':.materialS...:for lone n .11.1ft however, .1 ) . II protected1,3,-r pu ip.s . s, , rc. usua y
,

"'by:.-by..r,enewzifile slee.V.i.!.s; as shown in Fig. 39.. The sleeve is secured on the shaft
. ',...,...-by the,Shaft nut and sleeve rotation is prevented-y a key.

GLAND

SEPARATE ,f
,KEY

4 \-Fi`,Ar T
I

NUT

.NIPELLER NUT SLEEVE . SE T SCREW .

b Replacing pump Packing

C.

-39 r

Pump packing has to be replaced periodically due to from
Wear and loss of saturant. The frequency of packing replacement will depend on
operating conditions, quality of packing, and the care with which the packing was
installed and adjusted. It may. vary from. three to six months incase of severe

2 () )
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a

operating conditions rt several years under more moderate conditions. The p10-'
:c dtire recommended for replacement of the packing is briefly described below,

1, ;Thai down, isolate and drain punp; If pump is,electrically driven,
lock open motor switch and put warning tag on switch, If steam
driven, ehainlock steam supply valve and tag,

Remove gland adju's'ting nuts and slide gland away from the. stuffing
box. Then remove 'all:the old packing using some type.of packing
puller, Fig. 40, Make sure :the stuffing box is thoroughly clean and P

free of any small pieces of old packing. .Check that:the sealing water
Connection to stuffing box is clear,

Removing Packing

Fig, 40

I

Cutting Packing Rings

Fig, 41

3, Check the 'condition of the shaft or shaft sleeve, If the suilf.Vec of .

the 'shaft iS grooved or scored, it should be resurfaced or the shaft
should be replaced, If the surface of the shaft sleeve is damaged,
replace the sleeve,

4. Determine the correct size of the wining to be used by subtracting
the diameter of the pumpshaft or sleeire from the b6re of the stuffing
...box and dividing the difference by two,

5,r Wrap a coil of the correctly sized packing around the pumpshaft or,
if-not possible, a .substitute shaft of the same size, and cut the
required number of rings with a,diagonal cut as shown in Fig. 41.



ro

1'

Sliding Rings onto Shaft

Fig. -42

1

3:3

Staggeriu.Packing Rings-

Fig 43
,

6. Install the packing rings one at a time after putting a light coating of
oil or grease. on the inner diamete .made of stiff material, slide them
do Fig. 42, to prevent breaking of
stuaing box one by one using a spl
push each ring intro place. Makes
Fig. 43, and ensure that the lanter
sealing water inlets

7. 13thagland into place and compress
the gland 'nuts. Then slacken .therr4

8. Prime and start up the pump. Allc
..4ome minutes, then,gradually tight
duced to that necestary for lubrica

,

The above described procedure of repacking the stuffi.ng box of a pump
can ac used for a centrifugal pump as well as for a reciprocat pump.

2. Mechanical Seals.

Loakage from stuffing boxes is objectionable on pumps handling liquids
such as ga-soline, acids, ammonia, etc. Instead; these pumps are equipped with
mechanical seals which reduce leakage to a minute amount. They are also used
bnyumps where stuffing boxes e4nndt offer adequate leak protection su9h as hi,gh
pressure pumps.

)
Basically a mechanical seaL consists of two flat rings each with a polisheP

flat sealing surface. The ring's are perpendicular to the putnpShaft, the sealing
faces rotate on each ot r. One of the rings is called the sealing ring and it isIt

. held In position bysa.sp lag. The other ring, its face in contact with that of they ..
1r-
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sealing ring, is called the mating ring,

Mechanical seals may be divided into two general types: the rotating seal

and the statiopary seal, .

"

a ) Rotating Nlechancal Seal

The basic 'design of a rotating seal is illustrated in'Fig.44, The plating
ring is h,eld stationary in a recessed part of the pump housinwor the seal housing.
cover, An "0 " ring provides a seal. between ring and casilig to pr'e'vent leak'age:.
A shell secured to the shaft by set screws holds the sealing ring s0 that it turns
with the shaft, ,Leakage between shaft and'sealing ring is prevented by a second
"0 " ring, As the pump Shaft turns, the sealing ring is held against the mating

ring by a number of small- springs con,
tairied in,the shell, thus preVenting

. .

leakage between the faces, Th6 springs
allow the sealingzing,.enough flexibility
to maintain full face contact with the
mating ring at a constant pressure
during slight shilts'in shaft position,

A eut-,away view of a ,rotating
. mechanical seal is.showifin Fig; 5,

tar this sval, leakage between sealing C.

ring-and-shaft is prevented by a teflon
wedge ring; between mating- ring ;.ind.
seal housing covet: hv a Hat teflon ring,

ig_, 1.1 The seal housing y provided with a
quenthingliquid inlet required on. pumps

operating with a negative suction pressure, T.he liquid supplied. to the seal kre-
vents air infiltration and provides lubrication and .cooling, ft the liquid puniped lti
clear, the quenching liquid can be drawn directly from fht, pitinp discharge butif ;
the liquid contains particles of toreign matter, a separator-should he installed in
the quenching line,

.)

Rotating Seal
( John Crane Co, )

g /45
1r
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( b) Staiiondr umicarSeal
,,,,, 1!

g ,\':'
In this type of s F a I, the shell' vOntetining the springs and sealing ringiA

held stationary in the s Jar space of the pump housing as sketched in Fig. 10e.
The mating ring is fasts id rigidly to the shaft, usually against a shoulder, st:il
that ft sotates with tho sb t. The springs force the sealing ring against the' rttlt.
-ing ring so leakage betw4 the races is prevented. "0 " rinrs are Used to p rO.
leakage between sealing ,tli g and shell and between mating ring. and shaft;

',i
1

.. I'
,

. -

1 ,

...

...

i.

/

. ,.

'

a 0

44

.

The choice ell materials used for sealing and mating ringi depends
many factors such as type of liquid pumped, ,temperature, pimp speed an sal
design, .''he friction between the faces of these rings should be kept as small as
possible. ' Materials commonly used are bronze, carbon graphite, ceramics,
stellite and tungsten carbide.

ft

' When a pump is equippecwith mechanical seals, the following precau-
Lions should be taken before and during operation:. <Aft

1. Never run the pump unless it is completely. filled with liquid,

2. Vent all air out of the seal housings.before start up,

3. Make sure an adequate flow of quenching or cooling liquid is
flowing to the seals,

It is extremely important that the seals never. run in dry condition be-
cause this causes the faces to score. and become grooved. Dry running seal faces
are often indicated by a squealing sound but absence of this sound should not be

interpreted as an indication that sufficient liquid is-supplied to the seals. ,

204
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Leaking seal may be caused by:

1. Seal faces that are scored or grooved,

_a2: Distortion of the rings due to unevenly tigkienod bolts ow
the seal hOusing gland, IW

.

' ,

3. "0 " ring or other typd gaskets that are cut ornloliod &dm

.

1, Sleeve and shell bearings

2, Ball and roller bearings

Sleeve and Shell ,Bearings

The bearings of small pumps usually consist bronze bushings orsleeves fitted around the shaft with a small tle'arance, and hold In place by. thebearing brackets attached to the casing. On larger pumps the sleeve-typo blaringconsists of two half-shells made of cast-iron or spool and )fined with babbitt, .

Fig. 47.
,

This bearing Is usually self-aligning so that it adjustsitself automaticallyto small changes in shaft position,

Sleeve and shell bearings are ,usually oil- lubricated. On small puhps
the oil is supplied, to the bearings by drip lubricators. Medium-sited pumps usethe lower pa`rt of the bearing housing as oil reservoir and the oil is supplied to
the bearing by endless chains or rings riding on the shaft, Fig. 47. Large pumps
are usually equipped witth a shaft - driven oil pump tvhich supplies the bearings withoil under pressure.

13 ;3 -3-6-36 y
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WATER
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OIL RING

SPAT BEARING
BUSHING

DRAIN PLUG

Self-aligning Shell Bearing

Fig: 47

2 Ball and Roller Btarings

Ball and roller bearings, also'called anti-friction bearings have re-
placed sleeve bearings in many modern pump designs, Ball bearir, I of single- or
double-row design are mostly, used on small and medium sized shafts; rollet
bearings are widely used on larger shafts. Anti-friction bearings rn. ay be lubri-
cated either by (ill or-grease. Fig. 48 shows a single7stage centrifugal pump
fitted with oil lubrti.mted, single-row, ball bearings.

Single-stage Centrifugal Pump with Ball Bearings

Fig. 48

206
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Axial Thrust

Ii.'

During operation a single-inlet impeller is subjected to hydeauric foreaS/
which create an axial unbalance, This is illustrated in Fig, 49 which_ shows that
the area of the eye ofthe impeller is subjected to suction pressure while the par-
tial shroud on that side and the full...slirolid on the oppos'ire side are subjected to
diseha''rge pressure. The resulting imbal)ince causes an axial thrust towards the
suction that tendS,to move the impeller out of its proper position in the. casing.

SINGLE SUC ION
IMPELLER

Fig, 49

On low capacity, single-stage pumps, axial movement of the impeller
is usually prevented by installation of a thrust bearing on the shaft. On larger
capacity, single-stage pumps, however, -the axial imbalance is eliminated by one
of the following methods?

1, Single -inlet Impellet\ with backside Wearing ring 'and balancing hales

As 'shown in 1.1048, the single-inlet impeller is equipped with a wearing
ring on its backside with the same dianivter is the on on the suction side, By

connecting the space inside this ring to fhe suction sic by means of balancing
holes, axial balance is achieved,

2, Double-inlet lnipeller

By using a double-inlet impeller the
forces on the impeller are theoretically
balanced, as shown in Fig, 50, In practice,
the flow to each eye is not always equal so
a light thrust bearing is still required,

.( PE:5-3-6-38 ) .
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3. Opposing Single -filet Impellers

. On multi' - stage pumps with single -inlet impellers, the axial thrtist canbe eliminated by.the use ofl)j)posed impellers. The inlets of one tihlf of the
impellers face in one di,reetion, the other half in opposite direction, Fig. 29 andt ,
30. With this arrangement, axial thrust on the first half pf the impellers is
.countor-acted by the opposing axial thrust on tho second half.

On multi-stage pumps having the single-inlet impellers all facing ( one
direction, the axial thrust toward the suction end of the pump will be theoretically
equal to the sum of the individual impeller thrusts. This total thrust is partially
or fully counter-acted by one of the following hydraulic balancing devices: a
balancing drum, a balancing- disc or a combination of drum and disc.

4. Balancing Drum

A balancing drum., illustrated in Fig. 51,, is installed on the shaft between
the last impeller and the balancing chamber which is connected to the suctionside
of the pump.. The drum rotates inside the stationary member of the balancing
device, the balancing drumhead, Drum and head. are separated by a small clear-
ance allowing some leakage from the high pressure side of the pump to the lbw
pressure chamber.

Balancing Drum

Fig. 51

The drum is subjected to two forces: the discharge pressure acting on
area II and the suction pressure acting on area C. Since the first force is greaterthan the second, an axial thrust is produced toward the discharge side of the pump,
Thisthruk;t counter-acts the axial thrust exerted on the intpellers.

208.
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5, Balancing Disc

4() \

,

1

1

1

The, simple balancing disc consists of a disc mounted on, and rotating \

with the shaft., It is separated from the balanoing disc head attached to the casing
by a small axial clearance, The leakage from the high pressure, side of::the pumi)
flows through this clearance into the low pressure balancing chamber and from

pressure in the alaneilig.ehamber well above the suction pressure, A simple bak-
)there to the sucti n ofthe pump via a rest.ricting orifice that normally keeps the 1

ancing disc is shown:in Fig, 52. 4

fi
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Simple Balancing Disc

Fig, 52

The back of the disc is subjected to the balancing chamber hack pressure
while the centre part of the fliont of the disc is subjected to full discharge pressure
and thes,ring area facing the }lad, to a pressure gradually. dropping from dis-
charge pressure to balancing Chamber back pressuVe, The difference in forces
acting on the front and back of the disc produces an axial thrust which balances
the axial thrust on the single-inlet impelloo. When,the thrusts are balanced,
the clearance between disc and head will be a specific amount and the back pres-
sure will be maintained at a specific value.

Should, during operation, the axial thrust on the impellers increase and
exceed the thrust acting on the disc, the shaft would move slightly over toward
the suction side of the putt) causing the clearance between disc and head to be
reduced. This will reduce the liquid leakage resulting in a drop in baCk pressure
on the disc w hich, in turn, causes the thrust on the disc to increase so that it
moves away from the head, increasing the clearance again. The increased leak-
age builds up the back pressure again until an equilibrium in thrusts Is reached,'
The opposi,fe will happen.when the thryst on the impellers decreases below that on
the disc.

( 1'1,3-3-6-4()
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While, the balancing drum provides only counter-thrust, the balancing
disc provides notrily counter-thrust but it also restores automatically, the posi-
tion of shaft and impellers if it changes position due to variations in axial thrust,
The use of a simple Balancing disc, however, has certain diSadvantages anlit is
therefore seldom used. Most multi-stage pumps are now equipped with a combing
tion of balancing drum, and disc, 'this combination has all the advantages of both
hydraulic devices without any of their disadvantages.

PUMP thuyEs

Pumps may be driven by any type of prime mover, Mast pumps in power
plants, industrial plants, and commercial buildings are driven by electric motors,
Steam turbines are also favored k many plants, but internal combustion engines
such as gas turbines and gasoline, natural gas and diesel engines are also used for
specific applications.

Electric Motors A

The electric motor provides the simplest arrangement for a pump drive,
It can be directly connected to centrifugal and rotary pumps while reciprocating
pumps usually require some type of speed reduction such as V-belt or/gear drive,

The most common type.of motor used is the squirrel-cage induction
motor., It operates at a nearly constant speed. The synchronous motor is often
used for large capacity pumps, This motor also operates at constant speed.
Where control of pump output by speed variation is required, a wound rotor in-
duction motor is used. Speed variation over a wide range can be provided by the
use of a constant speed motor driving the pump by means of a variable speed fluid
or magnetic coupling.

Steam Turbines

Steam turbines are often used to drive centrifugalt)umps' and occasionally
rotary pumps. They are directly connected to the pumps. The use of a steam
turbine has the advantages of simple, wide range speed control and the possibi
of the economical use. of its exhaust steam for process or feedwater heating.

2 1 0
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Internal Combustion Engines

Internal combustion engines are frequentlyUsed to drive portable pumps
and emergency fire pumps. Gas turbines are seldom used to drive pumps'inpower

Tand industrial plants, but they are Use or special services such as driving the
pumps in crude oil pipeline pressure booster stations.

PRIMING OF PIMPS

The term "priming ", as used in connection with pumps, simply means
the filling of pump-casing and suction line with the liquid to be pumpedl before
the pump is started.

Positive displacement pumps - teciprocating and rotary are self-priming
-"----for total suction lifts up to about 8 metres at sea level when ifi perfect condition.,.

But with long suction lines, high lifts, or podt mechanical condition, they must
be primed...

Centrifugal pumps are not self-priming. They must be primed before
start-up otherwise the impeller will simply churn air and no suction will be
produced. Also, when the pump is started without psKoper priming, the mechani-
cal seals will run dry causing the seal faces to score or, if stuffing boxes are
used, shaft and packing rings may suffer. Some of the methods used to prime a
centrifugal pump are shown in Fig. 53.

( .1,10-34-42 )

,PUMP PRIMING METHODS

Fig. 53
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During priming of a centrifugal pump, keep the discharge valve closed.
When the pump is below the source of supply ( pump has suction head ), Fig, 53 A,
open the air vent petcocks on the pump casing and slowly open"the suction valve.
The incoming liquid forces the. air out of the casing. When the liquid appears
through the vents, they can be closed. The pump is then primed and ready to he
sta fled.

6

When the pump is located above the source of 'cupply, ( pump has suction
lift )., various methods of priming can be used. The suction Line should be equipped
witiMfoof valve, a. flap-type valve attached to the lowest part of the suction line
acting as a check valve. The valve allows the to enter the line but prevents 09
it from draining out of the ,line..

Fig. 53 13 shows how the pump can 'be primed by filling suction line and:
casing with liquid supplied through a bypass around the discharge valve. Vents
are kept open until the liquid escapes. In C, suction line and casing are filled by
liquid supplied through an auxiliary line, In 1.), a separate priming. pump is used.
to draw the air from the casing, creating a vacuuhi which draws the 'liquid in
through the foot valve, The same can be achieved by the.use of an. ejector as ,0
shown in E; ,

CAPACITY REGULATIoN OF PUMPS .4

Reciprocati g and rotary pumps are classified as positive displacement.
pumps which means eat, at a constant speed, they move a specific amount of
liquid regardless of ump head. The capacity of these pumps is usually regulated
by varying their sp ed. The capacity of centrifugal pumps, however,. changes
when the pump head is. changed, hence, this pump is not a poSitive displacement
pump. When the head is increased, the capacityof the:pump decreases.and when
the head is lowered, the capacity increases. When the head is increased so much
that it exceeds the design head of the pump, the output drops to zero.

The capacity of a centrifugal pump can be regulated by varying the speed
but this requires a pump driver capable of varying its speed ( steam turbine,
internal combustion engine, etc. ). Most centrifugal pumps, however, ar'e driven

..by an electric motor, a constant speed driver.

When driverioby an.electric motor, the capacity.of the most common
centrifugal' pump -the radialflow t'pe (volute and diffuser pump ) can bc.regulated
by adjusting the discharge valve. Throttling the discharge valve increases the
flow resistance, thus enlarging the:friction head,. and the flow will be reduced.
The discharge pressureof the pump will increase moderately, but not enough to

( PE3-3-6-43 )
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latively Small, excessive power surging durit% start-up can be avoided: *.

,Th6 power' requirement of axial and mixed flow centriCugl pumps, when
operated at low capa actUallyhigher:than.at'lall capaefty, 'these pumps

/ .

endanger, the pump as with positive displacement pumps Even with the discharge,
valve completely. cioseci;4the presSPreinerease will be'welf

, *
9

. -When the floW is throttled, the power requirement orthweridial"flow..
k ,

eent.tifugal, pump is also reduced notwiihstaxiding,the-reSulting,pressUrje increase.
Advantage is taken of this fact by:startingIargei::electeical motor-driven eentri;- ,

...fkiga..1pumps.With closed diNcharke, Sincothe no-flow P9wer

should always be,started wi h,ti,ie discharge valve wide open, .

Catition

1, Never run a centrifugal pump continuously with the dischargeval,ve
. completely closed. The mechanical power. applied bp the impller

is dispelled as friction to the water trapped and churned about in.
the casing. This friction causes overheating of the water to the
point where it turns into steam which may:result' in damage to. the
pump,

' Always operate a' centrifugal pump with,its suction valve wide open.
Never.use it for flow control, 'Throttling or closing of this valve
starves the impeller of its,water.supply, the casing:becomes partially

. 'empty .reliulting in excessive vibrations which may ruin the bearings.
The lack of liquid may also, damage mechanical seals and stuffing
boxes,

GENE RA STARTING PROCEDURE FOR CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS

1. Check oil level in bearing housings if pump.' is equipped for oil
lubrication, Ns./

2. Turn on cooling water for pump hearings, stuffing boxes and
mechanical seals., it these parts are water cooled._

3. Open suction valve and close the discharge valve depending on
method to be followed:for pump,

4, close all drains in- casing, suction and discharge pipl ,

5. Prime the Pump,

.1

. ( -PE3-3-,6 414 )
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'Eis, Start pump and ing it up to speed..
"s7, If pump is started with closed discharge valve, open this valve

slowly,
\ 1, .

e 8-, Chdek leakage from stuffing boxes, 4

t

9, Adjust sealing liquid ?o stuffing boxes as required.
.. i10, Checkfie% rings on sleeve bearings. They must turn freely. F

/
lf. 'Check suction and discharge pressures,

. 12. l eel pump bearings for overheating.

In.case of anew pump being started for the fir .t, time, or a pump being
started after an overhaul, the following items-amid be checked in addition to the
above items:

1. Pump rotor should turn freely, kb I
2, The alignment of pump and driver before pump is started and

again after operating temperature is reached.

3, Direction of rotation of-driving motor.

General Stopping. Procedure

1, Close discharge varve scowl"), ( large radial flow centrifugal pumps
2, Styp pump driver,

3, Shutoff cooling water.

4. Close suction valve.

CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR BOILER FEEDWATER IMPS

In polygraphs PG 61.1 and PG 61, 2 of Section I of the A,S, M. E. Code.'
f...is.stated that boilers having more than 4? m2 ( t300 square feet ) of water heat-

ing surface shall have at -least two meansYof feeding Apr, and each source of,,
' feeding hall be capable of supplying water to the bo' er at a pressure of rp,

tiganithe highe't .settingorany safety valve 'the toiler. It I8 also stated,
;thatffor,boilers with solid fuel not in suspension and boilers whose setting or heat
source can continue to supply sufficient heat to. cause damage to the boiler if the
feed supply is interrupted, one okthe means Of feeding shall be steam driven.

..',':11Ow-ever, boiler's fired by gaseous liquid, or solid fuel in suspension may be
--equipped with a single means of feeding water, provided the .eat input can be

f.

2,14
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shut off prior to the water drOPp44 the l ?west .perrnipible water leVel.

The most common arra'r.a..r..ent in power and industrial plants is: to use:two
centrifugal pumps, eactcapable aUpplying the boilers with the full feedwater
quirement.- While one pump is .ceration, the is op stand7by. A basicdiagram of a boiler feedwater ,-stem, with two centrifugal pumps in payallel.,.and the necessary'piping and vall,, M #.own in Fig; ,04; "; °

O

h0 ).
eVa.

E g , 54
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AC 1'C

The pumps .are supplied with water through a commibn suction line fromeither a deaerator ( suction head ), or a hot well ( suction lift ). Each pump is
'equipped with a bypass froni discharge to suction or to source ofisupPly to'provid
sufficient flow through the pump to prevent overheating when it is operated at. lowload.

IN,I ECTORS

The injector is a device used to feed \valet- into aksteam boiler underpressure. It is occasionally used in sell plants as the secondary means of ,feed-ing water instead of a pump since the device is'quite- simple and relatively cheap.
A ,cross-section ()Ian injector is illustrated in Fig. 55 and the description Of itSoperation follows,

..1 E3 -3- -6--46
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Steam - Operated OInjecto.r

. 4
tii;ie, the

Steam at boilerpreAsUre enters
nozzle 4, .yhae passing through
the nozzle, the steam drops in
,pressure; expands and attains a
high velocity, This jet of .high
.velocity steam4.hen enters the
suction nozzle S and, in doing so,
it draws the air out of the suction-
chamber Y, creating a vacuum,
This vacuum,' in turn, causes the
water to be drawn from the source
Of supply via the chainber into the
.suction nozzle, As the steam and .

water mix in this nozzle, the
steam condenses, thus increasing
the vacuum, It also imparts its.-
velocity. to the water, The con-,
densed'steanAand water pass
next into the combining anddeli-
very nozzle,D, Here the velo-
city is converted into .a pressure
high enougheto force the water in-
to the boiler,

en,the injector is first put into
operation, it needs time. to estab-
lish the proper. Jet flow and dis-,
charge pressure, During thiswater is disCharged via check valve P to the overflow, nee the water'.flows.to the boiler, the check valve closes and the ring on the uppe art of nozzleI) is dra*n upwards sealing the opening between nozzles S and D, pre ting airfrom theliiVer.injector housing to be draWninto the nozzle,

r,a boiler feedwater device the injector is not very practical since itoperates-nlbst efficiently at,full capacity only, At' reduced flows it toc'ont rot ;OA becomes unreliable, It is also unable to handle hot water, since the.water v.roy.t1 flash into'steam due to the vacuum in the suction chamber and suction..'Able. 14i 4-hese reasons, the use, of the:injector for boiler feed has been largely 'discontinued,'

r.
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QUESTION SHEET

Plowed Engineering
Ttirrd Class ..

0 t Sect, 3, Lect, 6

,a ) Define pump head and-list all components compri8ing pump
head.

° e
b) What is cavitation?

'c )1 Define the term "Net positive suction head ",

2, a) Explain with the aid-of a basic sketch, the op 'rafting Principle'
of a reciprocating, double- acting piston pump.

b) Explain why a relief valve is necessary on the discharge of a
power driven reciproNting pump, but not on the discharge of
a steam ,driven pump.

a. Describe briefly the steps involved in'setting the slide valves of a
duplex pump.

,

'a ) hxplain with the aid of a simple sketch, the operating principle
of a volute centrifugal pump.

b) What is. the structural and operational differeqce between a
olute anti diffuser centrifugal pump?

5. xplain why a radial flow centrifugal pump should not be run
for-an extended perigd of time with its discharge valve closed.

b) Why should the output of this pump never be regulated by
throttling the ,suction valve?

c) What is' a multi-stage pump and why is it used? $9

6. a) List two reasons for the use of wearing rings in Centrifugal
pumps.

b) What is the purpose of shaft sleeves ?

c) Give two reasons for the use of lantern rings stuffing boxes.

7. a) Describe briefly the difference between a rotating mechanical
seal and a stationary mechanical seal.

b) List 0% prechutions to be taken in regard to mechanical seals.

217
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Question Sheet - continued

,E3, a ). What causes axial thrust in a centrifugal pump?
w b) Name the various methods used to counter-act axial thrust.

9. Describe the step7by-step proqedure of start* a large centrifugal
pump equipped with stuffing boxes and water cooled, oil lubricated
bearings.

10. Make a basic sketch of a turbine pump and explain briefly its
. operating principle.

0
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